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Abstract
Emotion is a state that comprehensively represents human feeling, thought and behavior,
thus takes an important role in interpersonal human communication. Emotion estimation
aims to automatically discriminate different emotional states by using physiological and
nonphysiological signals acquired from human to achieve effective communication and
interaction between human and machines. Brainwaves-Based Emotion Estimation is one
of the most common used and efficient methods for emotion estimation research. The
technology reveals a great role for human emotional disorder treatment, brain computer
interface for disabilities, entertainment and many other research areas. In this thesis, var-
ious methods, schemes and frameworks are presented for Electroencephalogram (EEG)
based human emotion estimation.
Firstly, a hybrid dimension feature reduction scheme is presented using a total of 14 differ-
ent features extracted from EEG recordings. The scheme combines these distinct features
in the feature space using both supervised and unsupervised feature selection processes.
Maximum Relevance Minimum Redundancy (mRMR) is applied to re-order the com-
bined features into max-relevance with the emotion labels and min-redundancy of each
feature. The generated features are further reduced with Principal Component Analysis
(PCA) for extracting the principal components. Experimental results show that the pro-
posed work outperforms the state-of-art methods using the same settings at the publicly
available Database for Emotional Analysis using Physiological Signals (DEAP) data set.
Secondly, a disentangled adaptive noise learning β -Variational autoencoder (VAE) com-
bine with long short term memory (LSTM) model was proposed for the emotion recogni-
tion based on EEG recordings. The experiment is also based on the EEG emotion public
DEAP dataset. At first, the EEG time-series data are transformed into the Video-like EEG
image data through the Azimuthal Equidistant Projection (AEP) to original EEG-sensor
3-D coordinates to perform 2-D projected locations of electrodes. Then Clough-Tocher
scheme is applied for interpolating the scattered power measurements over the scalp and
for estimating the values in-between the electrodes over a 32x32 mesh. After that, the β -
VAE LSTM algorithm is used to estimate the accuracy of the quadratic (arousal-valence)
classification. The comparison between the β VAE-LSTM model and other classic meth-
ods is conducted at the same experimental setting that shows that the proposed model is
effective.
Finally, a novel real-time emotion detection system based on the EEG signals from a
portable headband was presented, integrated into the interactive film ‘RIOT’. At first,
the requirement of the interactive film was collected and the protocol for data collection
using a portable EEG sensor (Emotiv Epoc) was designed. Then, a portable EEG emo-
tion database (PEED) is built from 10 participants with the emotion labels using both
self-reporting and video annotation tools. After that, various feature extraction, feature
selection, validation scheme and classification methods are explored to build a practical
system for the real-time detection. In the end, the emotion detection system is trained and
integrated into the interactive film for real-time implementation and fully evaluated. The
experimental results demonstrate the system with satisfied emotion detection accuracy
and real-time performance.
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Brain is the most complex part of human organs, and it contains the rich physiological and
psychological information of the human body. It reflects and represents the physiological
and psychological changing of human beings. Electroencephalogram (EEG) is a synthesis
of synaptic potential activities in all brain neurons of the cerebral cortex. The electrical
activities of brain cells are extracted by the electrodes which placed on the scalp, then
amplified through the EEG sensors to obtain a graph with certain waveform, amplitude,
frequency and phase. It can reflect not only the activities of neurons on the surface of
the cerebral cortex but also the functional state of the central nervous system. This is an
important part of the human cognitive field because of brain-wave intuitively reflects bio-
logical characteristics of human beings. Specifically, it contributes to the research on psy-
chology and medical science areas owing to the intuitive response, such as the depression
diagnostics, alzheimer disease treatment, brain tumor diagnostics and so on [6] [7] [8].
Moreover, the research on brain-wave is the core technologies in Brain-computer inter-
face (BCI) and Human-computer interaction (HCI) research areas, it appears to be the
spotlight approach at engineering research area in the recent years [9] [10] [11] [12].
Emotion is a very important psychological phenomenon of human beings. The definition
of emotion in general psychology is as follows: ’Emotion refers to the attitude toward the
outside world along with the process of cognition and consciousness, and it is the reac-
tion to the relationship between objective things and subject needs. The composition of
emotions are complex including complex components such as emotional experience, emo-
tional behavior, emotional awakening, and perception of stimuli’ [13]. Emotion is the ba-
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sic factor of human beings because it affects human’s communication, learning, cognition
and decision-making. Generating emotion is the instantaneous, non-spontaneous physio-
logical and psychological process of human beings. It usually not controls by subjective
consciousness but the subjective experience of perception for objective things caused by
internal or external stimuli [14]. It consists of subjective feelings such as joy, anger,
sadness, fear, etc [15]. Different human probably has great differences in the emotional
response to the same thing or person under different times, places and other conditions [2].
Emotion estimation presents the participant’s current emotional state through the process-
ing of the collected data. Previous researches conducted that emotion recognition have
been achieved through facial expressions, speech, gestures and other body movements
[16] [17]. However, these external signals do not always truly reflect human emotions
due to that humans may cover up their external manifestations or the disabilities cannot
express their feelings. Therefore, identifying human emotions through internal physi-
ological bio-signals is the solution. Emotion estimation through physiological signals
contains the analysis on EEG, electrocardiogram (ECG), electromyography (EMG), skin
resistance, skin conductance, skin temperature, photoelectric pulse, respiratory signal,
etc [3] [18]. Generally, emotion is a subjective experience of whether the human brain
achieves own needs for objective reality. It involves three aspects: physical, psychologi-
cal and behavioral. Emotion is a high-level biofeedback function of the brain that related
to not only effect organ and peripheral nerve activities but also central nervous activity.
The complex neural circuit responsible for generating emotion in the brain and different
location of brain play different roles in emotional components [19]. Therefore, it is mean-
ingful to figure out the relationship between brain activities and human emotions while
EEG as the direct reflection of brain activities is the optimal choice signal. Consequently
researchers draw more and more attention to EEG-based emotion recognition.
EEG-based emotion estimation achieves higher recognition accuracy which compares to
the other emotion recognition schemes; it is because relying on EEG’s intuitive reflec-
tion of the emotional states and hardly being disguised or artificially changed. The main
steps contain emotion stimulation, EEG signal acquisition, preprocessing of the EEG sig-
nal, feature extraction and selection, feature reduction and classification [20] [21]. At
this stage, emotion recognition from EEG-based can be treated as a specific classification
problem since the goal of the system is to predict the correct label of emotion. EEG-based
emotion recognition researches conduct greater useful and practical human emotional
level classification frameworks [22]. The achievements of this research area contribute
to HCI and psychology areas, such as emotional disorder treatment depression treatment,
Child brain development and interactive games [23] [24] [25]. The mature HCI tech-
nologies are the general tendency of scientific research and human society development.
2
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Moreover, emotion is one of the critical and efficient communication medium between
human and computer which provide lots of possibilities for the future [26].
EEG has the characteristics of non-stationaryness and randomness relying on the com-
plexity mechanism of the brain. Simultaneously, EEG is also susceptible to other phys-
iological signals and external disturbances. Traditional processing methods have some
drawbacks [20]. With the development of Artificial Intelligence (AI) techniques, the
peaks of many research areas have been updated and then demonstrate unlimited pos-
sibilities to subvert the previous achievements. Therefore, leveraging on the actively op-
eration ability and efficient performance of deep neural networks modules in a reasonable
applying way to utilize on EEG-based emotion recognition for significant achievement is
imperative. This is not denying for traditional processing approaches but drawing sup-
port by advanced approaches to gain the potential improvement. Moreover, EEG-based
emotion recognition acquires great scientific significance for real life as proposed above.
Therefore, to exploit the advanced deep neural networks modules to obtain achievement
possibly accelerating the application product forming of this research area in order to
pull in the distance to the future. However, there are no specific deep neural network
models for EEG processing at present. Accordingly, extending the advanced deep learn-
ing processing modules to the EEG processing research area is necessary and meaningful.
The ultimate purpose of scientific research is to solve problems of daily life for the human.
Accordingly, mature scientific research technologies will eventually turn into the specific
applications assimilate into corresponding fields. Therefore, the creation of applications
should settle as the ultimate goal for EEG-based emotion recognition researches based on
the potentially great experiment achievements. The interaction between human and ma-
chines through emotions is the unique approach to achieve AI the ’real intelligent’ instead
of obeying command-only programs. Overall, with the widely demand for applying the
application in real life of human beings, it is feasible and maintaining great prospects for
contributing to EEG-based emotion recognition application development.
1.2 Motivation
With the constant development of science and technology, the research field is increas-
ingly expanding under the high-level demands of human reality life. However, there are
many mysteries of the human body which still have not yet been solved. Particularly, the
discussion on the relationship between brain signal and human emotion are turning into
the researchers’ spotlight issue for discussing. The exploration on human brain has never
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stopped through decades, but the technical limitation of brain signal acquisition severely
restrict the development speed of brain science. In recent years, the development of tech-
niques provides the foundation of the development on brain science, such as wearable
EEG sensor, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), position emission computed tomogra-
phy (PET) and functional magnetic resonance imaging (FMRI) [27] [28]. Among these
techniques, EEG is relatively the easiest signal to capture and process. Therefore, it is
practical for using EEG signal as the representation of brain activities to explore the rela-
tionship with human emotion.
Under the deepening of emotion researches, the research results are increasingly applied
in various important areas for real life. Recently, emotion researches draw attention to
the medical field for the diagnosis of mental illness and depression as the auxiliary tool
to assist doctor in resolving the highly rigorous and scientific diagnosis. Acquiring the
patients’ emotion is particularly important in clinical for depression or emotion disorders
patients. In the engineering area, emotion as the metrics of humanity is the most wanted
indicator to achieve HCI with the dramatically development of AI technologies. Emotion
research based on EEG is highly practical due to the EEG signal’s characteristics of intu-
itive and reliable. Generally, the research on EEG-based emotion recognition to build the
application is highly significance for the future development of scientific researches.
In summary, the main research purpose is to figure out the most suitable and effective
framework to create the EEG-based emotion recognition systems with strongly perfor-
mance, and then the ultimate goal is to build the applications based on the systems to
solve the practical problems. Among all the emotion recognition schemes, EEG-based is
one of the hardest to achieve but with potential to gain the significant achievement which
gives it a high research value.
1.3 Research Question
In recent years, EEG-based emotion recognition technologies have achieved to be highly
mature with the help of advanced development in bio-electric sensor technology. It is un-
deniable that EEG-based emotion recognition research still under the infancy stage owing
to highly noise and easily disturbed compare to other relatively emotion recognition area
[29]. However, the development of EEG-based emotion recognition’s key technology
highly influences the critical procedure of future technological development. Generally,
EEG-based emotion recognition core technology’s research&development and applica-
tion contributes to achieve objective, accurate and effective information for emotion-level
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cognition systems [30]. In order to achieve these goalsthere exist the following aspects of
challenges.
EEG Database
Data is the foundation of machine learning [31], which reasonable data determines better
features and models. The EEG signal collection procedure is relatively complex and slow
since 32 or more channels EEG acquisition sensors applied in current researches. The
mainly issue is because the preparation process of the experiment last a relatively long
time by wearing the sensors for experiments’ participants, injecting the saline (or brain
electric paste into each electrode) and detecting the contact for each electrode. The highly
cost on human resource and time resulting in that it is difficult to complete the acquisi-
tion for larger amount samples. The less amount of samples likely to cause over-fitting
of data models during data analysis and can not reflect the actual accuracy for specific
task. Another important issue is that there is no universal guideline for defining sources
of stimuli to generate emotions, which lead to relatively hard to stimulate participants’
specific emotion. It is impossible to formulate the generally common principle for the
emotion stimuli based on different background, gender, nationality, age and religion of
participants. Public EEG databases are normally practical and reliable, but the experi-
ment protocol and labeling pattern are different which resulting in hardly implementing
the generic model. Therefore, research questions contain how to build effective generic
EEG-based emotion classification models though public database and how to build the
reliable and practical EEG-based emotion database.
Feature Selection
What are the effective features for EEG-based emotion recognition to distinguish the emo-
tional states accurately and clearly? Although EEG processing contains various feature
extraction methods based on different processing background. Specifically, traditional
EEG processing contains frequency domain features and time domain features under
the consideration of time series sequential data processing mechanism, and more recent
channel-based EEG uniquely features. However, numerous previous approaches have pre-
sented that the models which achieve the ultimate higher classification accuracy required
to be implemented by different combinations of features but no single feature applied.
Therefore, how to extract the relevant information and discard redundancy information




Is deep neural network modules maintain reaching efficient and accurate in EEG-based
emotion recognition tasks? Leveraging on deep learning neural networks various research
areas’ achievements have been significantly updated [32] [33] [34], however, for the rel-
atively newer and developing EEG-based emotion recognition research area there is lack
of researches with employing deep neural networks. Therefore, how to promote the ad-
vanced deep neural networks modules into EEG-based emotion recognition area and how
to build the specific EEG-processing deep modules with strong generalization are the
great issues.
Applications
For every research area, the ultimate goal is to produce the real application to provide the
better services for real life based on the mature technologies. Moreover, EEG-based emo-
tion recognition is a strongly recommended discipline because it is the key technology of
HCI through previous researches. If the mature EEG-based emotion recognition systems
and technology turning into the applications, many key problems will be solved in various
specific researches areas, such as the current existence AI will turn into truly intelligent
with emotion. Therefore this will be the focus of future research circles.
1.4 Aim and Objectives
The main aim of this research is to develop the effective and practical automatic emotion
recognition systems through brain-waves. Based on the mainly issues that research ques-
tions presented above, the approaches are achieving this aim following the progressive
relationship. Firstly, to explore the key technologies of EEG-based emotion recognition
and produce the best performance framework based on the various features. Secondly,
to promote and model the efficient and accurate emotion recognition systems based on
the advanced deep neural network modules from EEG. Finally, to establish the highly
reliable and accurate EEG emotional database and further explore various schemes to
build the practical and effective system based on the database and previous approaches,
which contribute for proposing the EEG-based emotion HCI applications. Therefore, the
objectives are:
• To extract and combine relevant and discard the redundancy information for the
emotion detection to achieve accurate and reliable classification results in an ef-
ficient way. The high levels of noise which resulting in that single feature alone
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cannot achieve good performance. A combination of distinct features is the key
for automatic emotion detection. Simultaneously, the exploration for choosing the
reasonable classification and validation experiment schemes is necessary.
• To achieve more accurate and practical EEG-based emotion classification perfor-
mance based on deep neural network modules. To figure out the EEG data process-
ing pattern and select the reasonable deep learning networks to achieve significant
improvement and verify the improvement between proposed model and other pro-
cessing schemes.
• To create the EEG-based emotional HCI systems and its application. Especially, to
achieve this goal, the emotional EEG database establishment is necessary relying on
the task of brain function is relatively unique. The key technologies that exploring
the best model on the proposed EEG database acquire from the previous proposed
researches.
1.5 Thesis Contribution
The contributions for this thesis are mainly about elaborating the research works for EEG-
based emotion estimation. There is a progressive relationship between each researches,
therefore, the following presented these contributions under the mutual relationship.
• A new emotion detection system is proposed. Firstly, multiple feature extraction
methods are used to produce different types of features from different domains.
Secondly, I applied a new hybrid dimension features reduction scheme which used
the combination of supervised and unsupervised reduction method to fuse the dif-
ferent features in order to get the best feature. Advanced machine learning methods
are used and evaluated on a public available dataset DEAP (Database for Emotional
Analysis using Physiological Signals) [3]. Experimental results are given on all dif-
ferent features and different feature selection methods for the emotion information
extraction from EEG signals. The classification results for emotional states label as
77.2±8.6% on valence and 74.3±8.4% on arousal based on proposed experiment
schemes. It is compared with other state-of-the-art methods at the same setting up
on the public DEAP database.
• An exploration experiments on EEG-based emotion recognition were presented
with the proposed disentangle adaptive noise learning β -VAE and LSTM deep neu-
ral network schemes. Firstly, all EEG activities were transferred into a sequence
of multi-channel image based on the different domain’s experiment schemes. Fur-
thermore, the proposed β -VAE and LSTM modules was applied to learn robust
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representations from the sequence of images under the different frequency-based
and time-based experiment schemes. Specifically, we proposed the β -VAE and
double-LSTM modules serving to the time-based experiment with consideration on
large amount of data and obviously sequence characteristic. Finally, the evaluation
and comparison were presented with traditional EEG methods, similar deep neural
network modules and state-of-art. The experiments were on DEAP of quadratic
(arousal-valence) classification and achieved 63.3±2.4% accuracy for frequency-
based, 66.4±4.2% accuracy for time-based experiment.
• The requirement of the interactive film and design the protocol for data collec-
tion using a portable EEG sensor (Emotiv Epoc) were studied. Then a portable
EEG emotion database (PEED) of 15 participants is built for emotion analysis from
portable EEG sensors with the emotion labels using both self-reporting and video
annotation tools. Further, I explore the various combination schemes of feature ex-
traction,and classification methods with majority voting under the subject indepen-
dent validation to build a practical system for real-time emotion detection. Finally,
the emotion detection system is trained and integrated into the interactive film for
real-time implementation and evaluation.
1.6 Thesis Overview
According to the interrelationship of research works, the main contents of the specific
chapters of this thesis are as follows:
• The first chapter presents a brief introduction to the background, research questions,
motivations and significance of this thesis’s research.
• The second chapter presents the literature review. It covered the description of hu-
man emotions and the bio-significance of generating the brain-wave theoretical ba-
sis. The general EEG-based emotion recognition analysis methods and the existing
EEG-based emotion recognition researches were reviewed which present the re-
search status for this thesis work. Simultaneously EEG-based emotion recognition
system’s methods were addressed in terms of feature extraction, feature selection
and classification. The review on existing EEG-based emotion recognition applica-
tions were presented at last.
• In chapter three, a hybrid dimension feature reduction scheme was presented by us-
ing a total of 14 different features extracted from EEG recordings. The main contri-
bution is proposed the feature reduction scheme which combines these distinct fea-
tures in the feature space using both supervised and unsupervised feature selection
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processes. Maximum Relevance Minimum Redundancy (mRMR) is applied to re-
order the combined features into max-relevance with the labels and min-redundancy
of each feature. The generated features are further reduced with Principal Compo-
nent Analysis (PCA) for extracting the principal components. Experimental results
show that the proposed work outperforms the state-of-art methods using the same
settings in the publicly available DEAP data set.
• In chapter four, leveraging on the proposed disentangled adaptive noise learning β -
VAE combine with LSTM model to produce the exploration experiments schemes
of emotion recognition based on EEG recording. The time series EEG data trans-
ferred into the 32x32 EEG-images database based on Azimuthal Equidistant Pro-
jection and Clough-Tocher scheme under different setting of frequency and time
domains firstly. Then the exploration experiments are divided into frequency-based
(three bands used or four bands used) and time-based (single-LSTM or double-
LSTM) four different schemes for producing the classification results.
• In chapter five, a novel real-time emotion detection system based on the brainwave
signals from a portable EEG headband, integrated into the interactive film ‘RIOT’.
Firstly, I study the requirement of the interactive film and design the protocol for
data collection using a portable EEG sensor (Emotiv Epoc). Secondly, I build a
portable EEG emotion database (PEED) from 10 participants and produce the emo-
tion labels using both self-reporting and video annotation tools. Thirdly, I explore
the various combination schemes of feature extraction and classification methods
with majority voting under subject independent validation to build a practical sys-
tem for the real-time detection. Finally, the emotion detection system is trained and
integrated into the interactive film for real-time implementation and fully evaluated.
• Finally, the chapter six is the conclusion and future work of this thesis.
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2.1.1 Physiological Basis of Emotion
Human emotion is a complex phenomenon which lacks clear definition. It is relatively
associated with phenomena such as human’s state of mind, mood and feelings and con-
sists of physical, psychological and social factors [35]. The research of emotion has been
pursued since ancient times and currently spans a multitude of disciplines such as philos-
ophy, psychology, neuro-science, sociology, economics, medicine, history, the arts and
computer science [36]. James [15] is called as the father of the psychology proposed the
earliest definition for emotion, he believed that ’emotion is the feeling for the diversi-
fication inside human’s body’, the emotional perception comes after the changes in the
body. Every emotion produced by the certain physical changes on the body, such as facial
expressions, muscle tension, visceral activities. Lange [2] proposed the similar point in
1885. Therefore, later generation called their work as the James-Lange theory, also been
called as emotional outer periphery theory [37]. James-Lange theory confirms the intrin-
sic link between physiological and emotion, but the theory of emotion generating only
based on the outer periphery physiological changes is one-sidedness.
Cannon [37] proposed the production of emotion decided by the thalamus. He believed
that the cerebral cortex activated the thalamus when the external stimuli delivered into
the vertebral cortex, and then brought out different emotions. One of Cannon’s colleague,
Bard, also proposed that the emotion is decided by the thalamus, so their work called as
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the Cannon-Bard theory [38]. Cannon-Bard theory affirmed that the important role of
thalamus of the emotion, but the theory completely denial the relationship between the
outer periphery physiological and emotion, so this theory also is one-sidedness. Paperz
[39] once again draw the relationship between the human emotion and the physiological
activities, and proposed the limbic system mechanism of the emotion, also been known
as the Papez circuit, as shown in 2.1. When the sensory information which related to
the emotional stimuli transmitted to the thalamus, the information spread into the sen-
sorimotor cortex (thought level) and hypothalamus (feeling level). Then the cingulate
cortex integrate the information comes from hypothalamus and sensorimotor cortex, it
produces the emotions or the feelings. After decades, Maclean [40] proposed the concept
of visceral brain, ’visceral brain made responsible for mediating all the relevant organs
with emotion, and it had the corresponding response on visceral and skeletal through the
hypothalamus’. Papez-Maclean theory integrates all the previous studies on emotion and
makes a foundation for further research.
Figure 2.1: The Papez Circuit Theory of the Functional Neuroantomical of emotion [1]
(When the sensory information which related to the emotional stimuli transmitted to the
thalamus, the information spread into the sensorimotor cortex (thought level) and hy-
pothalamus (feeling level). Then the cingulate cortex integrate the information comes
from hypothalamus and sensorimotor cortex, it produces the emotions or the feelings.)
Although the definition of emotion has not yet unified, but the results of neuroscience
and cognitive science shows that emotion is highly related to the activity of the cerebral
cortex which provides a theoretical basis for the research of brain cortex activity analysis
and identification of human emotional state [13].
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2.1.2 Classification of Emotion
Human emotion is very complex. Researchers are still trying to figure out the result about
regrading each emotion as the individual and independent existence or there is correlation
between different emotions. Modern researchers have proposed different kinds of basic
emotion sets through the research [41]. James’s emotion set contains anger, fear, sad,
love [15]. Ekman’s [35] emotion set contains anger, fear, sad, happy, hate and surprise.
Clynes’s [42] emotion set contains anger, hate, sad, happy, love, romantic, and no mood.
Izard’s [43] emotion set contains anger, fear, sad, happy, surprise, kindness, disgust de-
spise, shame and guilty. They all believed all the emotion of human expanded by the basic
emotion set.
Figure 2.2: Lange Theory of Emotion Classification [2]
However, it is found that there is some correlation between some emotions, such as anger
and disgust simultaneously occur sometimes. Therefore, researchers begin use different
dimension to express emotions according to the association between emotions. Lange’s
two-dimensional mood classification model is the most common classification method
[44], as shown in Figure 2.2. The model uses ordinate to represent the degree of aroused
and abscissa to represent the degree of pleasure, a gradual transition from doldrums to
excitement. Different emotions can be divided into this two-dimensions and mapped to
the coordinate system.
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2.1.3 Characteristic of Emotion Evoked
Eliciting different human emotions is one of the most important preconditions for emotion
research. Emotion stimulation can be achieved by external stimuli and internal stimuli.
The following three methods are the most widely used ways for emotion evoked currently.
1. The most commonly used method for modern researchers is using images, music, video
or other external stimuli to evoke different emotions. To induce the different emotions ob-
jectively and effectively then mark score for different emotional states, Lang and his team
built the International Affective Picture System [44] and the International Digital Sound
System [45]. They chose different ages, different genders, different ethnic participants
scoring for the materials of the system, and finally got the three-dimension scores of ev-
ery materials for valance, arousal and dominance.
2. To ask participants to make corresponding facial expressions to the different emotions.
Ekman [46] proposed a set of facial behavior coding system by researching the relation-
ship between facial muscle movement and facial expressions. ’Emotion of human will
manifest through facial expressions’, they believed facials are honest and reliable. There-
fore, some researchers ask participants to make different facial expressions due to analysis
the corresponding emotion [47]. However, this method is unreliable, mainly because if
human wants to cover up their emotions, it is hard to detect the change of their facial
expressions.
3. To ask participants to recall their own memory segment with corresponding emotion.
This is the entirely internal emotion evoked by the participants, and some researchers
treat this method as the basic way of researching [48] [49]. However, this method can not
guarantee that participants can find out the memory segment with corresponding emotion,
and it is hard to calculate the retention time for the emotion.
These three methods have their own advantages and disadvantages. Therefore, researchers
need to choose the suitable method depend on the different research background and
purpose.
2.1.4 Emotion Recognition Methods
Emotion recognition methods are entirely different which corresponding to the differ-
ent emotion evoked methods. Emotion recognition based on non-physiological signal
and physiological signals are the two common methods, as shown in Table 2.1. Non-
physiological methods contain the recognition based on facial expression and audio. Fa-
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Figure 2.3: Stimuli Distribution In the 2-D Emotional Space Formed By Arousal and
Valence [3](Different part define the specific emotion categories)
cial expression recognition is mainly based on the corresponding relationship between
facial expression and emotion, human will bring up certain facial muscle movement and
facial expression pattern under the specific emotion state. For example, human will upturn
mouth and appear endless winkles when they feeling great; and if they are angry, mostly
they will frown or eyes widely open. Currently, facial expression recognition always uses
image recognition method to be achieved [50]. Audio and tone recognition method is
depending on the different language expression by human under the different emotional
states [51]. For example, human will talk by a cheerful tone of voice under the pleasure,
and they will speak more boring under the fretful. The advantages for non-physiological
methods are relatively simple and no specific equipment required. However, the weakness
of these methods is that they can not guarantee the reliability of the emotion recognition,
because human could cover up their true feeling by camouflaging facial expressions and
tone of voice. Secondly, non-physiological methods are not suitable for the disabilities.
Table 2.1: Comparison of Three Technologies For Emotion Recognition
Non-Physiological Autonomic nervous EEG
Difficulty on signal Acquisition Low Medium High
Signal quality (SNR) High Medium Low
Accuracy Low Medium High
Physiological methods contain emotion recognition based on autonomic nervous system
and central nervous system. Recognition based on autonomic nervous system is mainly
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measuring the heart rate, GSR, respiration and other physiological signals to identify the
corresponding emotion. Picard [52] recognized calm, anger, hate, sad, pleasure, romantic,
happy and fear through the measurement and analysis on the autonomic nervous system.
These autonomic nervous signals can not fake, but due to the low accuracy and lack of
reasonable evaluation criteria, this method is not suitable for practical applying at present.
Recognition based on central nervous system is recognizing the corresponding emotion
through the analysis of the different brain signals under the different emotional states.
EEG and fMRI are the two commonly used methods, but fMRI need the specific equip-
ment and it’s very expensive, by contrast EEG signal acquisition equipment is very simple
and it has high accuracy [53]. Therefore, EEG-based emotion recognition is the com-
monly chosen research method.
2.2 Description of Brain and EEG Signals
2.2.1 Function and Structure of Brain
Human brain is the most complex part of all organs and the terminal of all nervous sys-
tems. It consists of the left, right hemispheres and the endplate at the front of the third
ventricle which connects the two hemispheres. The thin layer on the surface of the brain
is called the cerebral cortex. Collaboration between the left and right hemispheres is
achieved by the connected giant fibers between the left and right hemispheres [54]. The
surface of the cerebral hemisphere is uneven and covered with different sulcus. There
is oblique sulcus on the dorsal side of each cerebral hemisphere which called the lateral
fissure. These sulcus and fissures divide each hemisphere into four lobes. The frontal
lobe locates at above of the central sulcus and the lateral fissure, it is the largest of the
four lobes which occupying for about one-third of the cerebral hemisphere. Below of the
lateral fissure is the temporal lobe. The parietal lobe locates at the part after the central
sulcus and above the lateral fissure. After the parietal lobe and temporal lobe, above the
cerebellum is called the occipital lobe [55]. There are abundant neurons and various nerve
centers in each brain region. Therefore, each brain region controls different functions for
the tasks which forming a divisional functional structure of the cerebral cortex. The brief
details of structure and function in the following, as shown in Figure 2.4 and Figure 2.5.
1. Frontal lobe: Also called the prefrontal lobe. As the most important part of the brain, it
plays an extremely important role. The front of the frontal lobe is the frontal pole, and the
frontal lobe is located between the frontal pole and the central sulcus. The frontal lobe is
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Figure 2.4: Brain Structure Map [4]
divided into the primary motor area, the frontal motion area and the prefrontal lobe. The
frontal lobe is primarily related to thinking, planning and emotions [55].
2. Parietal lobe: It located at the part which after the central sulcus above the lateral fis-
sure. The parietal lobe is primarily responsible for pain, touch, taste, temperature, and
stress, moreover, the area is related to mathematics and logic [55].
Figure 2.5: Brain Function Map [4]
3. Temporal lobe: It located at below of the lateral fissure, connecting from the bungee
of the lateral side of the brain to the occipital. The upper part of the area is responsible
for processing the auditory information. The front part of the temporal lobe is a mental
cortex, which is strongly related to human memory and emotion [55].
4. Occipital lobe: It is located at the back of the hemisphere, behind the occipital sulcus.
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The occipital lobe is small on the outer side and the sulcus is indefinite. The occipital
lobe is responsible for the visual information as the visual cortical center, it also relates to
language and movement perception [55].
5. Insular lobe: It is in the shape of a triangular island, located in the deep side of the
outer sulcus which covered by the forehead, top, and temporal lobe. According to the
existing research, the Insular lobe is highly related to emotional regulation and human
internal organs activities [55].
6. Limbic System: It relates to the memory and emotion processing [55].
2.2.2 Electroencephalogram (EEG)
EEG refers to the recording of the potential which occurred by the spontaneity and rhyth-
mic movement of the brain neurons under the chronological order. Neuroscience, psy-
chology and cognitive science present that many mental activities and cognitive behav-
iors can be reflected by EEG [56]. Therefore, EEG is more and more widely used in
the emotion recognition area. Generally, human’s different mental states or even subtle
changes of emotion will be directly reflected in EEG signals. It mainly has the following
two characteristics [57].
1. EEG is the weakness signal resulting in it is not only difficult to collect but also easily
interfered by physiological electric signals during the acquisition process. The commonly
noise physiological electric signals contains EMG, ECG and EOG [58]. Therefore, origi-
nal EEG signals acquire to go through the denoising procedure.
2. Human emotions, thinking and even physiological factors directly affect EEG signals
because it is the intuitive reflection of brain activities. Since they are relatively inde-
pendent for the emotional states, and time and space factors reflect from brain for each
moment, therefore, EEG signals acquire strongly nonlinear characteristic [59].
2.3 EEG-based Emotion Recognition
The main steps contains emotion evoked, EEG signal acquisition, preprocessing of the
EEG signal, feature extraction and selection, feature reduction and classification. Typi-
cally EEG acquisition always applies for extracting and amplifying the signal. Since EEG
signal is very weak, it needs to be amplified first. Then, the signal must remove the artifact
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Table 2.2: EEG Frequency Bands
Bands Frequency Amplitude Cognitive Characteristics
δ 0.5-4 20-200 It belongs to the slow wave and of-
ten appears in the occipital lobe and
temporal lobe. Normal people are less
measured, more common in fatigue or
anesthesia. Do not participate in the
processing of information.
θ 4-8 100-150 It belongs to the medium and low
amplitude slow wave, which appears
when the person calmly relaxes and
turns to sleep. It is the expression
of the central nervous system inhibi-
tion state and is related to the working
memory load.
α 8-13 20-100 It is a low-amplitude sync wave, which
is the main waveform recorded in a
waking quiet state, and is generally
considered to be related to the prepa-
ration activity of the brain.
β 13-30 5-30 It is a high-frequency, low-amplitude,
unsynchronized fast wave that reflects
the alert state of the brain. It is visible
when emotions are excited or excited,
indicating that the human cerebral cor-
tex is in an excited state.
γ >30 <2 Belonging to the high-frequency part
of brain waves, gamma waves play an
important role in the high-level func-
tions of information reception, trans-
mission, processing, synthesis, feed-
back, etc. in the brainstem and the
cognitive activities of the human brain,
and are related to activities requiring
attention and sensory stimulation.
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Figure 2.6: Example of 32 Channels EEG signals
through the preprocessing algorithm. But different researchers have different opinions on
these step, it depends on the specific project. The following present the specific procedure
of EEG-based emotion recognition research.
2.3.1 EEG Preprocessing
Since EEG signal is very weak, so the acquisition processes are highly influenced by other
noise signals. Preprocessing of EEG largely includes a number of processes, such as line
noise removal, adjustment of referencing, elimination of bad EEG channels, and artifact
removal [60]. The procedure mainly refers to the removal of the artifacts the collected
EEG signal. The artifact includes EOG, EMG, ECG, frequency interference, electromag-
netic interference and some other signals not related to the task [61] [62]. The comparison
of artifact removal before and after as shown in Figure 2.7. Numerous techniques have
been developed to identify and remove EMG and EOG related artifacts [63] [64] [65].
Since frequency interference and electromagnetic interference often occurs at high fre-
quencies, it is possible use band pass filter or low-pass filtering to filter out interference
bands and only retain the effective EEG bands.
Recently common artifact removal methods include matching pursuit (MP) [66] and in-
dependent component analysis (ICA) [67] [68]. These methods are applied to identify
the interference signals, then separated from the EEG signal for the artifacts which hardly
removal by filtering [69] [70] [71]. Basically, ICA is proved to be the most common
used EEG artifact removal method, it is the mathematical method to decompose the fuzzy
mixed signals into the relatively independent components. Therefore, ICA can effectively
divide the signals into EEG and other noise signals [68].
Bartels [72] proposed a highly effective method on removal artifact, it combines blind
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Figure 2.7: Comparison of the EEG Signals Before and After Artifact Removal
signal separation, ICA and SVM. Specifically, the Amuse algorithm of blind separation
signal usually employed for removal EOG and the Infomax algorithm of ICA used for
removal EMG [72]. Yang et al. [73] proposed the hybrid two stage de-noising meth-
ods to enhance the signal preprocessing based on wavelet-based noise removal methods.
Rao et al.[71] compared the different performance of MP and ICA under the advanced
Time-delay neural network to achieve that ICA is more effective than MP. Most recent re-
search conduct the combination schemes of ICA and other signal processing methods to
achieve the highly artifact removal [74] [75] [76]. Zhou [77]proposed to combine the ICA
and the EEG dipole model to discard the specific eye movement artifacts through EEG.
Santilln-Guzmn et al. proposed the combination of ICA and empirical mode decomposi-
tion (EMD) to eliminate muscle and ocular artifacts, EMD further applied to discard the
components by ICA which still containing physiological information [78].
EEG preprocessing procedure is the basic of EEG-based processing approaches. Gen-
erally, the artifact removal avoids the suppression of the interference for other human
physiological signals. Discarding the noise signals leads to the more effective and reli-
able EEG-based experiments [22]. It will provide pure and smooth EEG signals to the
further processing procedures.
2.3.2 Features Extraction
Feature Extraction refers to extract the specific feature from EEG which suitable for the
project. It is a vital part for emotion recognition based on EEG, only extract the reliable
feature which corresponding to the emotion so that it can provide the guarantee for the
classification result. Kim proposed a brief view for the field of emotion recognition from
EEG. [22]. The reliable features represent the corresponding useful information for the
specific requirement to the tasks. Generally, perfect features contributes to the effective
and practical performance for the classifying the emotional states, it relatively determine
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the specific capability for the EEG-based recognition system [20]. Typically, traditional
EEG feature extraction based on the time domain [79] [80], frequency domain [81] [82]
and time-frequency domain [83] [84]. Recently, there are numerous new type of EEG
feature extraction methods have been proposed based on the different domain with the
development of EEG-based researches. Channel-based and deep neural network based
achieves the significant improvement [85] [86] [87].
Although the new type feature extraction methods are shown to be effective, traditional
methods also contribute to this research area. Therefore, it is meaningful to review the
contributions of these feature extraction approaches. In the following of this section, we
review a widely range of related feature extraction relevant approaches for EEG-based
emotion recognition under each domain separately. We generally distinguish features in
time domain, frequency domain, time-frequency domain and other new-type methods.
Time Domain
Time domain feature refers to use the EEG signal to extract the time domain information
or statistics as the feature to achieve the further approach [79]. Basically, EEG is the
classic continuous time-series data, it acquires the most intuitive information to reflect
the changing of human states. Time-domain features extraction methods are the relatively
simple, straightforward and basic of EEG-based research [88]. Time-domain feature ex-
traction methods typically using the original after artifact removal time-series EEG data
which means there is no any transformation procedure compare to other kind of feature
extraction background. Therefore, time-domain based EEG researches continuously are
the representation of fundamental and highly yield of EEG processing technologies. In
the following content will list out numerous outstanding approaches.
Event-related potentials (ERP) refers to when giving or canceling the stimuli on the par-
ticular part of the brain or some kind of mental factors arising, the potentials changes
at specific part of the brain [89]. Normally the ERP researcher always uses different
emotional color pictures or pictures with different facial expressions as stimuli, then iden-
tify different emotion through the analysis on the evoked potentials at related brain part.
Frantzidis et al. used amplitude and latency of ERPs (P100, N100, N200, P200 and P300)
as features in their study [90]. Eimer uses human face images with scared or neutral ex-
pressions as stimuli, then use ERP to find out the difference between scared and neutral
emotion [91]. In their studies, it proposed that when the upright position of panic emoti-
cons appears, the participants will produce a positive potential inherent in the frontal part
in 120ms, and if image is placed upside down, the related potentials will delay. Further,
they found that the emotional face images will positive increase ERP with respect to the
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neutral emotional face images. Besides, N170 phenomenon will not affect the identi-
fication of the emotion, it shows that emotional expression analysis and face structure
encoded are the two parallel systems for the processing of the information in the brain.
There are numerous studies about using ERP to achieve BCI because it is relatively sim-
ple to extract [92][93]. However, there are lack of EEG-based emotion rely on ERP, the
potentially issus is the lower correlation between emotion and ERP information.
The most common and simple feature of time domain feature methods is the extraction
on statistics of the EEG signals [20], such as the mean, peak, absolute value, standard
deviation and so on. Barr et al.[94] applied the peak algorithm which calculated and dis-
carded the registration of low-voltage activity riding on EEG waves through the amplitude
threshold. Further, Khalili proposed the mean, standard deviation, peak value, 1st differ-
ence mean absolute value of the original data and 1st difference mean absolute value of
the normalized data as the EEG feature [95]. Zhang proposed the amplitude difference
between symmetrical electrodes in time domain as the EEG feature [96]. Yuen et al.[97]
proposed using the mean, standard deviation, first difference and second difference as the
input to the back-propagation neural network for emotion classification.
High order crossing (HOC) is one of the classic time-domain EEG feature extraction
method. It is applied the zero-crossing counting filter to the sequence of time series EEG
data [98]. HOC applied to extract the feature from the intrinsic mode functions (IMFs)
through EMD to achieve the EEG-based emotion classification by Petrantonak et al. [99]
Further, he proposed to use HOC to test four different classifiers, discriminant analysis
(QDA), KNN, Mahalanobis distance and SVM to achieve the most effective accuracy for
emotion classification [100]. Liu. [101] proposed to use the combination of HOC and
statistics as the features for emotion recognition tasks. My previous approaches also ap-
plied HOC as one of the feature to achieve the emotion recognition and obtain relatively
great results [102].
Fractal Dimension (FD) is commonly mathematics method regarded as the extraction
method for calculating the time-series features [103]. Various studies proves that FD is
effective for EEG time domain feature extraction procedure as EEG signal is nonlinear
and chaotic [104] [105]. Aftanas et al.[106] proposed to use FD as the EEG feature to
distinguish positive and negative emotions. FD contributed to EEG-based concentration
detection by Wang et al.’s work [107]. Sourina et al. proposed the FD as the feature to
analysis the emotion through EEG when music stimuli applied [108] [109]. Liu et al. pro-
posed FD as the on-line feature extraction methods to build the real-time EEG emotion
recognition systems [25].
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Despite of the above studies on specific time-domain EEG feature extraction methods,
there are various time-based EEG-processing researches. Hjorth [79] proposed the Hjorth
Features to given the three time domain statistics as the features, the following researchers
contribute various achievement by this method [20] [110] [111]. Kroupi et al. firstly pro-
posed to employ the non-stationary index (NSI) as the features to analyze the variation
of the local average based on time to achieve emotion classification [112], NSI is nor-
mally used for other EEG-based researches [113] [114]. Delorme et al. [115] proposed
the famous EEG-processing tools EEGLAB which provide the fast-preprocessing and
time-based feature extraction, EEGLAB is the commonly auxiliary tool for EEG-based
researches.
Frequency Domain
Frequency Domain Features refers to transform the original EEG signal from time domain
to frequency domain, and then extract the relevant frequency characteristics as EEG fea-
tures. Previous researches present that, the five commonly used frequency bands (delta
(1 4Hz), theta (4 8Hz), alpha (8 13Hz), beta (13 30Hz), gamma (36 44Hz)) of EEG
have relationships with every physiological and psychological activities of human. The
different EEG frequency bands represent the various functions of the human brain by
single or collaboration of each frequency bands, such as emotion, memory, decision
making, mediation and so on [116]. The first step for frequency-based EEG research
is transforming time-series data into frequency domain, there are numerous methods
can be employed, such as fast fourier transform (FFT) and discrete fourier transform
[117] [118] [119] [120] [121].
Band power [122] [123] [124], Power spectrum [125] [126] and Power density spec-
trum [127] [128] are the common features for frequency domain [20]. Extraction of fre-
quency domain features are generally built on the basis of the power spectra density (PSD)
estimation. The classic PSD estimation based on the FFT of a certain period of time-series
EEG data. PSD estimation is the ratio between the mean of overall squared amplitude-
frequency characteristic and time. The frequency domain characteristics of band power,
power spectrum and PSD are presented based on the PSD estimation [20] [22].
Frequency domain features are widely used for EEG-based researches, especially at emo-
tion recognition area. Zouridakis proposed that raw EEG signal can be mapped to five
frequency bands after the band pass filtering, and then calculated the corresponding band
power for these 5 bands as the feature for emotion recognition [129]. Aftanas proposed
that raw EEG signal can be mapped to theta, alpha and beta bands after FFT, and then
calculated the PSD of each electrode as the feature for emotion recognition [106]. Kothe
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proposed a complete spectrum method for studying the relationship between EEG and
cognition. They used an adaptive mixed ICA method to achieve directly mapping the
signal to another signal representation. And then selected a series of sparse features by
linear or nonlinear sparse learning method to obtain the PSD as the feature for emotion
classification. [130].
As EEG signal contain five specific frequency bands, many researchers draw the research
points on the relationship between each specific band and human emotions. Li et al. [131]
proposed the research on the relationship between EEG gamma band and two specific
emotions (happness and sadness). Jauovec et al.[132] proposed the human emotional
intelligence related to theta and alpha EEG frequency band. Zhang et al. proposed [133]
the comparison of representation level for five frequency bands separately under the same
frequency-based features and classification method. Li et al. [134] employed the graph
theoretical analysis to demonstrate the gamma out of five frequency bands represent the
patient with depression perfectly.
Time-Frequency Domain
If the signal is non-stationary, time-frequency methods can produce effective information
with considering the dynamical changes [20]. Due to the instability of the EEG, simply
consider the time domain or frequency domain characteristic features are not compre-
hensive, many EEG time-frequency domain researches appear in order to figure out the
feature can represent characteristics of both time and frequency domain in recent years.
Moreover, the focus point of time-frequency domain is the dynamic change through time-
series data which correspond to the key issue of emotion research. Because the physiolog-
ical interpretation of human emotion is a variable based on time, after the specific emotion
being generated, it will last for a period of time then recover to calm [35]. From this per-
spective, the time-frequency domain features are more competitive. Short-time fourier
transform (STFT) [135] [136] [137] and discrete wavelet transform (DWT) [138] [139]
are the two commonly methods.
STFT added the window function with constantly moving to determine the locally sinu-
soidal signal’s frequency and phase compare to the traditional fourier transform [140]. Lin
proposed that used music as the stimuli and used 32-channel EEG electrode cap to collect
EEG signal from participants. And then use STFT which mapped EEG to five frequency
bands, then calculated the corresponding PSD for each electrode, and integrated 4 groups
features based on the symmetrical relationship between each electrode. The difference
of symmetric electrode, the quotient of symmetric electrode, the PSD without the middle
electrode and the PSD of all the electrodes. The group features were employed to achieve
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the emotion recognition. [141]. Zheng et al. [142] proposed to figure out the critical fre-
quency bands for EEG-based emotion recognition, STFT applied to transfer EEG to five
frequency bands and then send to train the deep belief network for emotion classification.
Lan et al. proposed to employ STFT to extract the band power and PSD features of 5
frequency bands to test the stability of each feature, and then select the feature to build
the real-time emotion recognition for pleasant, happy, frightened, and angry [143].
Another commonly used technique from signal processing is DWT, which decomposes
the signal in different approximation and detail levels corresponding to different fre-
quency ranges, while conserving the time information of the signal [20]. Murugappan
et al. [144] proposed that used videos as the stimuli, and then applied DWT to indicate
the wavelet coefficients. Through these coefficients the power for each wavelet can be
calculated. They selected the rate between sub-bands and whole bands power, alpha band
wavelet coefficient’s root mean squared value and band power as the feature for emotion
classification. Mohammadi et al. [145] proposed that employed DWT to address the
EEG to corresponding frequency bands and extract features, and then applied SVM and
KNN for a recorded 10-channel EEG-based emotion classification. More recently, Ang
et al.[146] combined the DWT with deep neural network, they firstly applied DWT as
the feature extraction method and then employed artificial neural network to address the
representation of emotion.
More recent empirical mode decomposition (EMD) appears to be the highlight data-
driven signal processing technique for EEG-based researches[147] [148] [149]. EMD
mainly is decomposing the non-linear and non-stationary signal into many intrinsic mode
functions (IMFs) on various frequency scales [150]. Shahnaz et al. [151] proposed that
EMD decomposed EEG signals to IMFs firstly, then DWT applied on IMFs to produce
the wavelet coefficients as the features to achieve emotion classification. Mert et al. [152]
employed multivariate EMD on multichannel EEG signals to decompose for the IMFs,
and then analyzed the power ratio, PSD, entropy, Hjorth parameters and correlation as
features for the emotion classification.
Channel-Based and Other methods
Besides of these three common features, there are many other kinds of domain can be
employed for EEG feature extraction, channel-based [20] is the most commonly used
for recent. Basically, the channel-based feature extraction methods mainly calculate the
various relationship based on each electrodes, such as mutual information, correlation
coefficients, band power difference and PSD difference. Khosrowabadi et al. [153] pro-
posed to employ magnitude squared coherence estimate (MSCE) as the feature extraction
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method and combine with KNN to classify emotions. Chen et al. [154] proposed to use
mutual information, person correlation coefficients between each EEG channel as the fea-
tures to achieve the emotion recognition and presented significant improvement. These
researches lead to a new-level of considering EEG-based emotion recognition which the
existence of interconnections between different parts of the brain is important.
There are numerous studies employed the different combination of mathematics model
to produce the EEG features. Khosrowabadi [155] proposed that used filter for the raw
EEG signal in order to get the 4 13Hz bands data, and then used kernel density estimation
and Gaussian mixture model to extract the features from EEG separately to calculate the
correlation between EEG and emotions. Aftanas et al. [156] proposed that used nonlinear
K-entropy and Lyapunov coefficients as the EEG features to classify emotions. Most re-
cent, Zhang et al. [157] proposed that decomposed EEG signals in to band-limited IMFs
by variational mode decomposition (VMD), and then extract autoregression based fea-
tures to achieve seizure detection through EEG. Yang et al. [158] proposed to employ the
convolutional neural network (CNN) combine with entropy feature extraction methods to
address the representation of emotion based on EEG and got significant result.
In many cases, EEG features can be combined with other physiological features or non-
physiological features to achieve emotion recognition. Scotti et al. proposed that used
EEG combine with GSR, blood pressure and ECG as the feature for emotion estimation
[159]. Zhang et al. proposed that used EEG time-frequency domain features combine
with the facial expression as the feature for emotion recognition [96]. McDonald et al
selected the effective information from the combination of EEG features with non-EEG
features, these features contain traditional EEG PSD, the mapping value of theta, alpha
and gamma, EOG, EMG and ECG in Cognitive Status Assessment match which held by
Air force in 2011 [160]. Soleymani et al. [161] proposed that combined with EEG signals
and facial expressions, and employed recurrent neural network to contribute the sequence
processing for emotion recognition.
2.3.3 Feature Smooth and Reduction
Normally emotion changing is the gradual process, but there are some dramatic changes
in EEG. In order to minimize the noise of these dramatic changes, the smooth procedure
for EEG features is needed. Moving average is the commonly method. However, this
method always contain a certain time delay [162]. linear dynamics system (LDS) is more
recent feature smooth method [163], it is employed to smooth the features since the origi-
nal EEG features always have strong fluctuations and contain some unrelated information
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Figure 2.8: Comparison of EEG Features Before and After Employ the LDS
for specific task. Shi et al. [163] proposed linear dynamics system (LDS) to smooth the
EEG feature, and get a low influence by the non-related signal, the comparison as shown
in figure 2.8. Nie et al. [119] employed LDS as the feature smooth method to discard
the non-related information from the log band energy of each channel features and then
achieve the emotion classification task. Duan et al. [164] proposed aplied LDS on the
combination feature of differential entropy, differential asymmetry and rational asym-
metry to compare with the traditional energy spectrum feature for EEG-based emotion
classification.
Researchers always employ 32, 64 or 128 channels electrode cap for EEG acquisition.
The EEG features are normally corresponding to each electrode which lead to high di-
mensional features. However, the higher EEG features’ dimension means the more in-
formation to be processed which is clearly not conducive to the practical application of
emotion recognition. Therefore, it is necessary to select the small amount of existing EEG
features which acquire characteristics highly relate to emotion. It is the task that feature
dimension reduction to be accomplished [165] [166]. The information of feature that after
feature smooth procedure is not the ultimate data I use for classification, although smooth
procedure discard most noise information but the after processing features do not repre-
sent the highly-related information for specific task. Smoothing procedure do not conflict
with the feature reduction, both procedure contribute to improve the quality of features.
Feature reduction can be divided into two categories, one is the feature selection, it refers
to select the corresponding feature for the task from the feature set. Another idea is doing
the linear or nonlinear transform for the original features, and then mapped these to the
dimensions which can highly reflect the emotional state. EEG-based feature reduction
commonly used methods contain principal component analysis (PCA) [167] [168] [169],
minimal-Redundancy-Maximal-Relevance (mRMR) [170] [102] [171] and common space
pattern (CSP) [172]. Feature Selection methods can generally be divided into filter and
wrapper methods [173] [174]. Filter methods are model-independent while wrapper
methods select features based on the inter-relationship under a classifier [20]. Filter meth-
ods acquire less calculation resource than wrapper methods, but wrapper methods produce
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more effective information.
Numerous researches employed the above commonly methods as the feature reduction
schemes. Li et al. [131] proposed that used CSP to achieve feature reduction due to fig-
ure out the best corresponding frequency band for each participant. Firstly, the raw EEG
signal transform to frequency domain through FFT, and set up the dynamic bandwidth
in order to guarantee the best found out frequency band fit for each participant. On each
dynamics band, CSP was applied for mapping all the feature into the maximum class dif-
ferent projection direction in order to find out the best 2,4, 20 and 40 dimensions. And
then select the most suitable frequency band and dimension for each participant by the
classification performance corresponding to each feature. Zhang et al. [96] proposed that
employed amplitude difference between the electrodes as EEG feature. Based on the sam-
pling frequency and time, he got 600 dimension features. In order to reduce the feature
dimension the unsupervised PCA applied to do the feature selection. The core idea of this
approach is to identify a set of best coordinate system which reflect the characteristics of
high-dimensional, and then mapping the original high-dimensional feature to the set of
coordinates by the linear transformation. In this way they extract a relatively better top
100 dimensional feature for subsequent analysis of emotion recognition.
There are many other feature selection methods based on the different way of thinking
of selection. Lin et al. [141] proposed that used F integral indexing method to achieve
the selection, the main idea of this method is calculate the F value for each feature, this
value represents the ratio of inter class variance and intra-class variance. The bigger of
the value shows this feature is more reliable for representing the difference. Then select
the feature which with bigger F value. Firpi et al. [175] proposed that used particle
swarm optimization to do the selection for the features. The main idea of this method is
abstracting all the features into weightless particles, and then find out the best position for
each particles through the iterations.
Channel Selection
Basically, EEG signals contains the distribution around the head. Different location of
the EEG signals represent the different brain functional zone which causing not all chan-
nels for EEG signals contribute to generate the emotions. There is a certain area that is
correlated with emotions in the brain, which makes channels from other areas unrelated
to emotion classification [176]. Channel selection is based on the feature selection, as
similar to feature selection, it can be divided into filter methods and wrapper methods.
Moreover, the filter and wrapper will combine for specific task [177].
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Figure 2.9: The Channel Selection Based On Relief Algorithm [5]
Karim et al. [178] proposed that using synchronization likelihood as a channel selection
method to select the effective channel to achieve feature reduction. Zheng et al. [142]
applied the four selected channel with the deep belief network for emotion classification
presented that selected data performance is significantly better than the complete data for
same experiment setting. Zhang et al. [5] proposed the relief-algorithm based channel
selection scheme to select the best channels in classifying four emotional states (joy, fear,
sadness and relaxation), 19 out of 32 channels were chosen to achieve the emotion recog-
nition, as shown in figure 2.9.
Considering the symmetrical electrode for left-right hemisphere of brain is also a highlight
issue for channel selection. The symmetrical electrodes represent the different functional
part of brain which manage the different human behaviour representations. Rizon et al.
[179] proposed the to use the ratio asymmetry of the symmetrical electrode to achieve the
channel selection. The ratio of variances between hemisphere symmetrical channels was
used as an indicator for representing the functional space of brain and the channels associ-
ated with emotion detection. They picked 28 pairs out of 63 channels with five emotions
(disgust, happy, surprise, sad, and fear), the results conducted great performance when
pairs channel applied.
The goal of EEG-based emotion recognition research is to choose the features highly rep-
resent the emotional state to improve the classification accuracy as higher as possible by
optimizing the emotional state model, and provide a reliable theoretical guarantee for the
EEG applications in the field of emotion recognition. Another goal is to find the emo-
tional state associated with the different brain regions and the frequency band, provided
the physiological basis for EEG applications in the field of emotion recognition.
Schmidt et al. [180] proposed that used music as the stimuli to evoke the happy, plea-
sure, sad and fear four emotions of participant. They found that when listening to positive
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Figure 2.10: Distribution of Emotional Features
emotions music, left front brain will have a strong electrical activity, when listening to
music negative emotions. It will produce a strong electrical activity at right front brain .
Sarlo et al. [181] proposed that used surgery scene, cockroaches, human fights and natural
view four videos as the stimuli to evoke the neutral and negative emotion. They found
that alpha band make the great role in emotion changing, and when negative emotion had
been evoked, right behind brain will have a strong electrical activity . Petrantonakis et
al. [100] proposed asymmetry index concept in order to represent the degree of difference
between left and right brain. They used International Picture System’s source as the stim-
uli, and then use high order-crossing and cross-correlation as the features, and found that
asymmetry index closely related to emotion.
2.3.4 Classification
EEG classification means providing the observations from which specific emotion state
can be inferred for the existing EEG features [22]. Generally, the features are feeding into
the classifiers for training the rules of the corresponding emotion with highly possibility
under different algorithms. The two mainly tasks for EEG-based emotion classification
are: 1. How to determine the EEG patterns of various emotional states through EEG fea-
tures? 2.How to classify the untrained feature samples by corresponding EEG patterns?
To achieve emotional state recognition can be divided into two categories: unsupervised
learning method and supervised learning method.
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Unsupervised Learning
Unsupervised Learning refers to not identify the category information when doing the
training on the samples, and make the similar characteristics samples get closer, simulta-
neously keep away from characteristics dissimilar samples. Thereby, it will achieve the
classification under the similar samples gather together and dissimilar samples separate to
each other [182]. For EEG-based emotion area, the unsupervised learning is commonly
used. Mainly because that human emotion is quite complex and independent, there is no
common rules for justify the emotions through experiments. Only various reference meth-
ods for labelling the emotional states based on physiology area make it even harder for the
reliable labeled emotion EEG data [183]. However, unsupervised learning relatively pro-
vide the possibility solution with the self-learning the different category. The commonly
used unsupervised learning methods are fuzzy clustering and K-means [184] [185] [186].
Traditional clustering method is based on the euclidean distance [187] to determine the
sample’s class attribute and determine the boundaries between different categories by
controlling the size of sampling or the distance. Murugappan et al. [179] proposed that
employed fuzzy C-means clustering to find out the inherent characteristics of the category
and then identify the similar samples for the mixed participants’ emotions (happy, fear,
anger and surprise). Thus the samples can be divided into 4 emotional categories. Khos-
rowabadi [153] proposed that used pictures as stimuli to evoke the participants to produce
calm, happy, sad and fear four emotions. In addition that the emotion which produced
by participants can be different with the expected which means the supervised learning
potentially demonstrate the unreliable results. Therefore, they used self-organizing map
to divide the samples and achieve great results. Li et al. [188] proposed to employ the un-
supervised deep belief network automatically extract EEG features to achieve the emotion
classification.
Supervised Learning
Supervised learning needs labeled the samples’ categories and constantly revise the pa-
rameters of the model under the guidance of the categories information. Then classify
the test sample by the training model. It is opposite to unsupervised learning, the label
for each category is the core factor through supervised learning. Generally, there are two
labelling schemes for EEG-based emotion recognition data. Firstly, the emotions can be
justified by the arousal-valence two-dimension based on psychology area [35]. These
two factors determine the different emotional states with the corresponding combination
of different level on both arousal and valence separately [3] [189] [102] [190]. Another
way of labelling emotion is settling the specific emotional state of the participant when
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stimuli applied as the label through the experiment. There are some assistant measure-
ments to help label the reliable emotion for participant, such as facial expressions, body
movements, heart rate, pulse and the emotional attributes of the stimuli resource [191].
SVM, decision tress, random forest (RF), Bayesnet, KNN and the most recent deep neural
networks are the commonly used methods for supervised learning [22].
SVM is the most widely used classification method, its core idea is mapping the non-
divide-low-dimensional set to the high-dimensional space in order to identify the maxi-
mum marginal hyperplane edges of different categories to achieve the low-dimensional
space classification. There are numerous EEG-based emotion recognition researches us-
ing SVM [96][141][119]. Mehmood et al. [192] proposed the hjorth parameter as the
EEG features to feed into SVM classifies, they compare the different classifiers’ perfor-
mance which SVM achieves the best for the 5 emotion recognition task. Liu et al. [193]
proposed a three-layer EEG-based emotion recognition system, the first layer is the ex-
traction of spectrum power of each channel, and then send the data into second layer
for kernel fisher’s discriminant analysis method for feature extraction. Finally, the im-
balanced quasiconformal kernel SVM was proposed for emotion classification. Bajaj et
al.[194] proposed to employ ratio of the norms based measure, Shannon entropy mea-
sure, and normalized Renyi entropy measure ratio of the norms based measure, Shannon
entropy measure, and normalized Renyi entropy measure as the EEG features, and then
fed into the multi-class least squares SVM to achieve the emotion detection. They also
compared the multi-class least square SVM with the other SVM schemes to show the best
performance of proposed through all similar methods. With the appearance of advanced
methods, SVM always is the most reliable and practical baseline methods for comparison.
K-nearest neighbour (KNN) is a simple classification method and often regarded as the
baseline for measuring the classification method’s performance [195]. The core idea is
to find the nearest K samples of the unknown category sample point, and then determine
the category of the unknown sample by the majority categories of K samples. There are
various studies applied KNN as the basic comparison methods for EEG-based emotion
recognition tasks [100] [102] [196] [197]. Similar to KNN, Mahalanobis distance [198]
is the distance between sample’s covariance and used to measure the similarity between
samples. The advantages of Mahalanobis distance is not influence by the different di-
mensions of features, but the drawback is easily magnify small changes [199]. Frantzidis
et al. [90] proposed that employed Mahalanobis distance to do the two emotional factors
classification, they divide the emotions into high arousal or low arousal, high valance or
low valence by lange two-dimension graph [2].
Bayesian network (BN) is a reasoning model based on probability. Leveraging on prior
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distribution representing the uncertainty of sample before the classification and applying
posterior distribution as the classification of samples. Ko et al. [200] proposed employed
BN as the emotion classification method for classifying the PSD features of EEG. Wang et
al. [117] proposed that used high restriction hidden Bayesian model for training and clas-
sification, and got the classification performance almost close to single trail experiment.
Similar to NB, hidden Markov model (HMM) is also a probabilistic model, its core idea
is determining the hidden parameters in markov process by observable parameters, and
then use these parameters to do the classification. HMM is typically used for EEG-based
recognition area recently [201] [202] [203].
Deep learning Methods
Artificial neural network (ANN) is also a common classification methods, it is the math-
ematical model that simulating human real neural network architecture. Multilayer per-
ceptron is a common neural network model, it uses the category information of samples
as a guide to constantly revise parameters weights from intermediate layer to the output
layer until it reaches the certain criteria, and then using the trained perception to classify
samples [204]. Estepp et al. proposed that employed ANN to do the classification for
the unstable cognition level and achieve great results [205]. Zheng et al.[142] proposed
the deep belief network (DBN) to extract the EEG feature for emotion recognition. Ren
et al.[206] proposed to employ convolutional deep belief network (CDBN) as the feature
extraction methods, they believed the CDBN occurred the strongly ability of feature learn-
ing and understanding. These approaches belong to the EEG feature level deep learning
applications.
With the techniques development of deep neural network modules, many significant achieve-
ments have been obtained in many areas, such as image processing [32] and sequential
data processing [207]. There are numerous studies presented that deep learning based
approaches have achieved competitive achievements in EEG-based recognition research.
The idea of applying deep learning methods divide into three parts, image-processing
only, sequential processing only or image-sequential processing [208]. Yanagimoto et
al. [209] proposed to employ the supervised pre-trained CNN to achieve the emotion
recognition based on the EEG frequency domain features and gain relatively perfect re-
sults. Tripathi et al. [210] proposed to seek the most effective schemes of a simple Deep
Neural Network and a CNN for emotion classification. Song et al. [211] proposed the dy-
namic graph CNN to achieve the emotion recognition, it built a dynamically graph model
to model the multichannel EEG features and address the emotion states representations
through the neural network. The results conducted significant improvement on two public
EEG-emotion datasets. Moon et al. [212] proposed that CNN had the capability to con-
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sider the spatial information with the two-dimensional filters at the convolutional layers,
therefore, the EEG connectivity features as the input to CNN and perform the emotion
classification results. Mei et al.[213] proposed to employ CNN to extract the feature from
the multi-channel EEG electrodes’ pair correlation matrices and gain relatively great re-
sult for emotion recognition. For sequential processing, Alhagry et al. [214] proposed that
employed the long short term memory (LSTM) as the time series data processing method
to achieve the emotion recognition, the EEG data cut into amount of sequence firstly and
then fed into LSTM, the result achieved significant improvement compare to state-of-art.
Nakisa et al. [215] proposed the similar scheme for applying the LSTM for EEG emotion
recognition, the input of LSTM is the differential entropy for EEG signals, they compared
the proposed with other hyperparameter optimization methods and achieved best.
2.3.5 Challenges
Although emotion recognition has been improving in recent years, most research is still in
the laboratory stage and there is a considerable distance away from practical application,
mainly in the following issues to be resolved.
EEG Signal Acquisition
Traditional signal acquisition usually use wet electrode technology, participants must ap-
ply for conductive medium before the acquisition in order to overcome the effect from the
stratum. This procedure requires others to help and it not only will take a long time but
also the conductive will change with the time. If the acquisition last long time, the con-
ductivity of medium will decrease or even disappear. The signals will distortion which
will affect the quality of the whole process. Currently, a new type of dry electrode for
EEG acquisition has emerged [216]. Dry EEG acquisition technology can solve these
problems to some extent. However, the current dry EEG acquisition with long hair area
is not very stable and needs further improvement.
Further, since the EEG is very weak, so the collection process must apply high magnifi-
cation EEG amplifiers for signal amplification. Currently the volume of commercial EEG
amplifiers is generally large, which makes it not conducive for portable usage. Recently
there is the new type chip of EEG amplifies but occurs the high cost, which hardly makes
it practical.
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The impact on the real environment
Since the EEG acquisition is very susceptible to interference from external environment,
the existing artifacts are often directed to the certain removing for specific kinds of noise
effectively. In practical applications, the existing artifact removal method is difficult to
remove EEG artifact effectively due to the complexity of reality environment and the var-
ious kinds of source interference. In addition, EEG-based emotion recognition normally
acquire processing on-line, which requires not only the higher effectiveness artifact re-
moval algorithm, but also a lower time cost through the removal procedure. Therefore,
the development of more effective method of removing artifacts online is needed.
Individual Differences
EEG signal acquires individual differences through the certain representations, and the
current study is still basically in the laboratory stage. There will have different responses
for the same emotion stimuli between each participant. How to find the stable corre-
sponding relationship between each EEG features to discard the individual differences is
a challenging problem for EEG researchers to be solved at present.
2.3.6 Specific Methods
Preprocessing
Preprocessing of EEG largely includes a number of processes, such as line noise removal,
adjustment of referencing, elimination of bad EEG channels, and artifact removal [60].
ICA is the commonly used method for artifact removal, specifically for EMG and EOG
removal [70].
• ICA
ICA is normally used for decomposing the mixed signal into statistically independent
components [217]. For multi channel EEG signals decomposing, ICA assume that sig-
nal is a linear mixture of several independent sources. Centering and Whitening are two
important steps in ICA. Centring is mainly calculating the mean of the signal and sub-
tracting until the signal have zero mean. Whitening is calculating for the uncorrelated
signals with unit variance by the linear transformation [218], normally the ICA for EEG
evoked removal is done by EEGLAB [115].
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Feature Extraction Methods
A wide range of features used for emotion recognition from EEG that have been proposed
in the past. We generally distinguish the features extraction methods into time domain,
frequency domain, time-frequency domain, multi-electrode features and connectivity fea-
tures. Overall, 14 different features have been used.
• Statistics features (STA)
There are 7 different features proposed in this method. They are straightforward to be





















































• Higher Order Crossings
The aim of the HOC feature is to try to capture the oscillatory pattern of the EEG wave-
form. The crossings are calculated by subtracting from the mean from the time series and
then counting the number of sign changes. It is calculated only for the alpha and beta
range, so the signal is first filtered through a tenth order Butterworth band-pass filter. The
highest order for which the number of crossings was calculated was 10. The first order
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is the original signal. For subsequent orders, the new signal is obtained by taking the
difference between consecutive points of the previous signal and the number of crossings
is then computed for this signal. When taking a difference, one point is lost so in order
to retain the same number of points at each level, it is necessary to start (in this case) 10
points from the beginning of the signal [100].
• Fractal Dimension
This feature is also used to capture information about the shape of the signal. The for-
mal way of defining dimension is to consider the scaling relationship between units of
measurement and the number of such units required to measure a shape, as shown in the
following equation:
N ∝ ε−D (2.8)
In the above, ε denotes the amount by which the unit of measurement is increased or
reduced, N denotes the number of the newly scaled units of measurement required to
measure the same shape and D is the fractal dimension. For an ordinary line, reducing a
unit of measurement by ε would mean that N = 1/ε so that D = 1. On the other hand, a
fractal line reveals a higher degree of complexity at a higher resolution, so that more than
1/ε units would be required every time the unit of measurement is reduced by ε . This
complexity is quantified in the fractal dimension, which, for a line, is greater than 1.
The method used in [20] was the Higuchi algorithm that is described in more detail in
[219]. To use the method for the signal S(t), a new time series is constructed as follows:




m = 1, . . . ,K
(2.9)
where the function f loor[.] rounds down the value of the argument to the nearest integer.





|S(m+ i∗ k)−S(m+(i−1)∗ k)|)
N−1
f loor[N−mk ]∗ k
(2.10)
In the above, the term N−1
f loor[N−mk ]∗k
is a normalization factor for the curve length of subset
time series. For each time interval k, the value of the length of the curve is averaged
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over all values of m to obtain the value (L(k) ∝ k−D), which is analogous to N ∝ ε−D
above. We can estimate the fractal dimension D by calculating L(k) for different values
of k plotting it against k and fitting a line to the points. The magnitude of the gradient of
this line is the estimate for D.
• Hjorth
These are simple statistical features computed using the following expressions, for the









As in [20], an additional feature, Activity omitted because it is just square of the standard
deviation (i.e. the variance) and the standard deviation is already included among the
statistical features above.
• Non-Stationary Index
NSI is a measure of fluctuation dynamics that is used to evaluate the change in time of the
local average [220], independent of the magnitude of the fluctuation.
• Differential Asymmetry and Rational Asymmetry
DA and RA are the difference and ratio of power bands of corresponding pairs of elec-
trodes:





XR and XL represent the power spectral density feature for right and left brain hemisphere
symmetric pairs electrodes of the scalp [20].
• Magnitude Squared Coherence Estimate
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This feature represents the two signals S1 and S2 correspondence of each other [153]. It
takes into account the cross-PSD between pairs of electrodes according to the equation
[221]:
Ci j( f ) =
|Pi j( f )|2
Pi( f )Pj( f )
(2.15)
Only magnitude of the cross-power spectral density is required and since Pi j = Pi j∗,
|Pji| = |Pi j|, so that Ci j = C ji. Also the value of Ci j for i = j is simply Pi, the power
spectral density, which is considered separately, so that is also neglected from this set of
features.
• Power Spectra Density
As an initial choice of feature, the power spectral density was used. It is a commonly
used frequency domain feature in studies on emotion recognition from EEG. It is usually
computed for a number of frequency bands and used as an indicator of the extent of brain
activity within each of these bands. The downloaded data already been down-sampled to
128 Hz and low-pass filtered to remove frequencies above the desired range [222].
• Discrete Wavelet Transform
The discrete wavelet transform (DWT) is an alternative method to power spectral density
for measuring the prominence of different frequencies in the EEG. An important dif-
ference is that it preserves time domain information which is lost in the power spectral
density. The wavelet transform is an alternative to the Fourier transform which decom-
poses a signal according to certain wavelet functions rather than sine and cosine functions
as in the case of Fourier transforms. In this case the Daubechies 4 wavelet was used. as
in [223] [224], Using the detailed coefficients, three feature vectors were created com-







Total band energy across alpha, beta and gamma bands:
Etotal = Eal pha +Ebeta +Egamma (2.17)
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From the energy values, the Recursive Energy Efficiency (REE) was obtained for each of





Two further values, log(REE) and the absolute value of log(REE) were also computed
from the above. These three values were included together in a single feature vector.
RMS can be calculated from the decompositions Di(n) of the DWT in different layers as
the following:
RMS( j) =





The REE, RMS and entropy features were obtained as three feature vectors to be used
separately in the classifiers.
It is important that the existence of interconnections between different parts of the brain
is also considered.
• Mutual Information
Mutual information [154] is a measurement of how informative a random variable is for


















where Pi jXY is the joint probability. Two random variables X and Y are regarded as statis-
tically independent if the mutual information MIXY is zero [225].
• Pearson Correlation Coefficients
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Pearson correlation [226][154] measures the linear correlation between two variables, and
the range is between -1 and 1 which represent negative or positive correlation. The Pear-





where σxy stands for the covariance of two random variables X and Y . We consider
















BN is a set of directed acyclic graphical and conditional probability table. Each node in
directed acyclic graphical can represent a directly observable variable or a hidden vari-
able. If there is a directed edge between the two nodes, it means that the corresponding
two random variables are probability dependent.The data stored in conditional probabil-
ity table corresponds to the unique node in the directed acyclic graphical, this table stores
the joint conditional probability of this node for all its direct precursor nodes [227] [228].
Bayesian networks have special properties, that is, each node is independent of all its in-
direct precursors after the value of its immediate precursor node is established. Therefore,







P(x1, ...,xn) is the probability for the specific combination of x values. And the value of
P(xi|P(yi)) corresponds to the table of yi’s conditional probability table [229]. The use
of bayesian network classification mainly involves two steps. The first step is the con-
struction of the bayesian classifier, which is mainly to learn the structure and conditional
probability distribution; the second step is to calculate the conditional probability of the
class nodes in the Bayesian network to achieve data classification. NB usually provides
the baseline result for comparing to advanced methods.
• K-Nearest Neighbour
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Dasarathy [230] proposed KNN in 1991. KNN is an extension of the minimum distance
classifier, the specific principle is as follows: Firstly, the train set is given. The distance
between each sample and the training sample is calculated when classifying unknown
new samples. Next, it selects the nearest K samples and votes on the label of the sample,
the latest sample is the one with the most votes. KNN calculates the distance is Euclidean













KNN is one of the classic classification algorithm and widely applied in text Catego-
rization [231] [232] [233], pattern recognition [234], image processing [235] and other
research areas. Specifically, KNN is widely used in EEG-based emotion recognition area
[224] [117] [102], however, the results for KNN always regarded as the comparison meth-
ods due to the relatively low accuracy than other classifiers.
• Support Vector Machine
SVM is a binary classification model [236]. It establishes a classification model by seek-
ing the hyperplane with the largest distance of eigenvector in the feature space. Com-
pared with other traditional machine learning algorithms, it has many advantages in solv-
ing small sample data, nonlinear data and high-dimensional pattern recognition [237].
SVM is seeking the maximum marginal hyperplane (MMH) to reach the best hyperplane.
MMH-related edges can give maximum separation between classes and improve gen-
eralization performance [238]. SVM contains two commonly used methods, for multi-
category considering, it will treat the same category samples as one kind and the remain-
ing samples as another kind. Then, repeat the above binary problem for the remaining
samples. For single-category considering, it will only consider two category samples and
build the SVM model.
The principle is: firstly, construct a reasonable hyperplane:
wT X +b = 0 (2.27)
Use this hyperplane to separate different types of data and pick the best hyperplane model
with high robustness and excellent generalization. For linearly separable data, linear de-
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s.t.yiX(wT xi +b)≥ 1, i = 1,2, ...,m (2.29)
Data linearly separable and data nonlinearly separable are the two commonly issues for
SVM [239]. For nonlinearly separable data, SVM uses a kernel function to find nonlinear
decision boundaries in the input space to create a nonlinear SVM for nonlinearly separable
data classification. The commonly used kenerl functions are linear Kernel, polynomial
Kernel and radial basis function, as shown in equation 2.30, equation 2.31 and equation
2.32.
k(x,y) = xT + c (2.30)
k(x,y) = (xT y+ c)d (2.31)
k(x,y) = exp(−(x− y)2/2σ2) (2.32)
Linear SVM is the commonly used method in EEG-based emotion recognition research
area. Because normally the amount of samples are less than the features for EEG experi-
ment and EEG datasets are all relatively small compare to other datasets. Various studies
presented that linear SVM is more robust than other kernel SVM [240].
• Random Forest (RF)
Random Forest is based on decision tree. The tree consists of nodes and branches. Each
node corresponds to a feature and each branch to a value taken by the feature. For con-
tinuous valued features, as here, the features need to be divided into discrete ranges. At
each branch the feature having the highest information gain is selected for the next node.
The information gain is calculated as follows:





S denotes the set of all training example, A denotes the feature for which the gain is being
calculated, Sν denotes the subset of training examples for which the feature A takes on
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Here pi denotes the proportion of training examples belonging to the ith class out of c
classes. The tree starts off with a root node which is the feature that has the highest
information gain out of all the features based on all the training examples. Random Forest
method generates a number of decision trees. Each tree is trained on a subset of the
training examples generated by sampling with replacement so there tends to be overlap
between the subsets for each tree. During classification, each tree assigns a label and the







Averaging the decision boundaries that result from each tree can produce a superior result
to that generated by single trees [241].
2.4 Application for Emotion Recognition Based on EEG
With the rapid development of the in-depth study of neuroscience and cognitive science
of emotions and dry electrode technology, EEG-based emotion recognition technology
will be widely used in the near future. Emotion detection through EEG has a wide variety
of practical applications [141][117][242]. Possibilities that have been proposed for the
use of these machine learning systems include multimedia environments that detect the
users’ emotional state, such as recommendation and tagging systems, interactive games
and films [119] that respond to the user emotions, and biofeedback devices that can be
worn in the manner of headsets and might help users gain control over their emotional
states.
Currently, there are many effective applications based on BCI, such as the wheelchair
control based on motor imagery [243], the cursor control based on event evoked potential
[24] and driving simulation under 3-D virtual environment [244]. However, the current
BCI still remains in the realization of the basic needs of persons with disabilities, and
for more advanced needs are still unable to achieve. EEG-based Emotion Recognition
technology provide the possibility for further meet the demands of disabilities human,
such as people with a particular emotional disorder disease. It can be analyzed by EEG
level preferences degree, such as the choice of meals, TV programs and music selection
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choices, so as to design a more friendly and intelligent BCI application to achieve better
care effect, and improve the quality of life of the disabled.
Traffic safety is an important issue of public concern. For high-speed railway and bus
drivers, emotional stability is very important. When the driver is in tension, excitement,
anger or anxiety and other emotions, the probability of accidents will be significantly in-
creased. If the use of the emotional state of the driver’s real-time monitoring by EEG, and
alerts the driver when negative emotions arise, the accidents can be prevented or reduced
to a certain extent.
On the battlefield, the commander needs to know the mental state of the soldier in time.
Mattews et al. [245] developed a mobile system that can monitor the working pressure
of soldiers in real time by placing electrodes in the soldier’s helmet. The commander can
better understand the status of the soldiers through the system and distribute the soldiers’
tasks more rationally.
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Chapter 3
Emotion Detection from EEG
Recordings Based on Hybrid Dimension
Reduction on Distinct Features
3.1 Introduction
Human emotion is a complex phenomenon that comes from human brain, but there is no
clear knowledge on its generation mechanism. Physiologists and computer scientists have
been studying it for decades. For example, Ekman et al. [35] proposed the notion of 6 ba-
sic emotions that were universal and found across cultures. Posner et al. [246] proposed
a two-dimensional model in which emotions were given co-ordinates denoting the degree
of valence (the positive or negative quality of emotion) and arousal (how responsive or
energetic the subject is). Other models include Plutchik wheel of emotions [247], a tree
of emotions [248], etc.
In relation to engineering applications, the definition and classification of emotions are
of importance in deciding what variables should be considered and what measurements
are required during the design of a system. A person′s emotions can be gauged from ex-
ternal features such as facial expressions and tone of voice. These can be captured via
photographs, video and audio recordings. However, emotion also results in other bodily
changes such as variation in heart rate, muscle tension, respiration and skin conductance,
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and, of course, brain activity.
Emotion detection through EEG signals has a wide variety of practical applications, ev-
idenced by medicine and scientific research, and the field of affective computing [52].
The latter refers to the incorporation of emotions in human-computer interaction giving
machines a degree of emotional intelligence. It has been proposed for the use of these
machine learning systems include multimedia environments that recognize the emotions
of the users, such as recommendation and tagging systems, games and films that respond
to the user emotions, and biofeedback devices that can be worn in the manner of head-
sets and might help users gain control over their emotional states. This echoes objections
made at a much earlier stage by Picard et al. [52] to emotion recognition based on ex-
ternal displays. Among these are that emotions are frequently concealed or masked or
even unknown to the subjects themselves, the disparity between posed and spontaneous
emotion, the practical and ethical obstacles to recording spontaneous emotion, as well as
matters that can limit applications such as privacy in relation to video-based detection.
They recorded a variety of peripheral physiological signals including heart rate, respira-
tion, skin conductance, blood volume pressure and facial muscle tension and achieved
81% accuracy which was amongst the highest at that time.
In this chapter, a new emotion detection system is proposed. Firstly, multiple feature ex-
traction methods are used to produce different types of features from different domains.
Secondly, a new hybrid dimension features reduction scheme is applied which used the
combination of supervised and unsupervised reduction method to fuse the different fea-
tures in order to get the best feature. Advanced machine learning methods are used and
evaluated on a public available dataset DEAP (Database for Emotional Analysis using
Physiological Signals) [3]. Experimental results are given on all different features and
different feature selection methods for the emotion information extraction from EEG sig-
nals. It is compared with other state-of-the-art methods at the same setting up on the
public DEAP dataset.
The rest of the chapter is organized as the following. Section 3.2 gives a review on related
work. The proposed method is introduced in details in section 3.3. Section 3.4 presents
the experimental results and section 3.5 gives the conclusion.
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3.2 Related Work
Emotion detection system from EEG signals can be treated as a classification problem
since the goal of the system is to predict the correct label of emotion. It is thus often a
supervised learning task since labels are already assigned to the data by humans, although
clustering methods have also been employed [249]. Detailed information about the cur-
rent research in this area can be found in [250].
An important part of the study of emotion via machine learning involves the choice of fea-
tures. Researchers have made use of a variety of features from EEG recordings. Jenke et
al. [20] made a survey on feature selection and extraction across a variety of studies and
classified these as time-domain, frequency-domain, time-frequency domain, and multi-
electrode features. Time-domain features include event related potentials, signal statis-
tics, Hjorth features, non-stationary index, fractal dimension, and higher-order crossings.
Frequency-domain features include band power and higher order spectra; time-frequency
domain features include the Hilbert-Huang spectrum and discrete wavelet transforms;
multi-electrode features include magnitude squared coherence estimate and differential
and rational asymmetries. Frequency domain features are prevalent and appear in the ma-
jority of the studies surveyed in the chapter, in particular spectral power, but it was also
found that its performance scores is lower compared to other features.
A very high level of performance was achieved in the study by Valenzi et al. [249] who
analyzed EEG data from nine participants in response to video stimuli intended to induce
the emotional states of amused, disgusted, sad and neutral. A key difference in the use of
video stimuli in this study was that between stimuli, a distraction task rather than a relax-
ation task was used to neutralize the emotional state of the participant and considered to be
more effective than a relaxation task. Data was recorded from 32 electrodes. The features
extracted from the EEG were spectral power in delta (0.16-4 Hz), alpha (8-13 Hz), lower
beta (14-21 Hz), upper beta (21- 30 Hz), and gamma (30-40 Hz) bands. Linear discrimi-
nant analysis was used to reduce dimensionality of the feature space. Both supervised and
unsupervised learning methods were used. Supervised learning methods were Error Back
Propagation and Support Vector Machine (SVM). Unsupervised learning algorithms used
were Vector Quantization, Fuzzy C-Means Clustering (FCM), K-Means, and K-Medians.
A maximum average accuracy of 97.2% was achieved for supervised learning (for SVM)
and a maximum average accuracy of 95.2% for unsupervised learning (for FCM). Aver-
age EEG power was computed across the stimuli for the different electrodes and showed
larger frontal right symmetry for negative emotions. Electrode reduction was attempted,
using only 8 electrodes (6 frontal and 2 temporal) yielding a best rate (using SVM) of
92.5% for individual classification and an average classification rate of 87.5%. It was
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noted however that the method in its current state was designed only to work offline.
Using all the features, an average classification accuracy of 87.5% was achieved when
features from all the bands were used. For individual bands, higher frequency alpha, beta
and gamma bands yielded better results compared to lower frequency bands. After fea-
ture reduction, classification accuracy in fact increased slightly when using the top one
hundred subject-independent features and was at 89.2%. It was noted the selected subject
independent features were mainly in the higher frequency bands and this was consistent
with studies relating human emotional response to these bands.
Noticed by Othmana et al. [251], one possible application for this area is intervention in
cases of brain developmental disorders such as ADHD and autism. Their study involved
5 child participants, who were shown emotional faces whilst EEG recordings were made.
Two different dimensional models were used for the classification of the emotions known
as rSASM and 12-PAC. Recordings were taken only from the F3 and F4 frontal electrodes,
and only the theta and alpha bands were considered. For the purposes of feature extrac-
tion, Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients and Kernel Density Estimation were used and
multi-layer perception was used for classification. The best performance achieved was
for the 12-PAC with Kernel Density Estimation, at a mean squared error range (among
the participants) of 0.07 to 0.09.
Another study used the connectivity between the EEG channels. Chen et al. [154] consid-
ered the relationship between each channel, and calculated the mutual information, person
correlation coefficient [226] and phase coherence connectivity [252] between each chan-
nels and use these information as the extracted features and then use the Fisher linear
Discriminant method as the feature selection method which is at the same setting with the
one in the DEAP dataset [3]. They use a SVM as the classification method, and obtained
76% on valence and 73% on arousal.
Meanwhile, Gupta et al. [253] also applied connectivity features for DEAP dataset [3].
This method is inspired by the work of Pablo et al. [254]. For their work, Welch’s t-test
and PCA used the two step feature reduction methods which applied for the fusion of
spectral power and mutual information. At the DEAP dataset, a total of 880 features were
extracted from 32 channels. For Welch’s t-test, they used 0.01 increase step as the thresh-
old and best features were selected. Then they applied PCA for the second step reduction.
In order to reduce the effect of different classifiers, they used SVM-RBF, SVM-Sigmoid
and BN as the classification methods. The presented results show that arousal reaches
67.7 ± 11.3% and valence reaches 69.6 ± 9.3% for the best classification accuracy.
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Inspired by Pablo’s work [254], we make the further improvements: 1) we produce more
different types of features which potentially contains more information for different do-
main and 2) The mRMR method is used not only to consider the features significantly
different from each other, but also the relationship between features and the labels to keep
the most useful information for the classification.
3.3 Methodology
This section presents the overview, details about the applied features and the description
of proposed two-steps hybrid dimension features reduction scheme.
3.3.1 Overview
Figure 3.1: Overview of The Proposed Method.(Multi-channel EEG signals are sent for
distinct feature extraction, and the hybrid feature dimension reduction scheme is applied
for emotion detection based on classification.)
One of the most important factors that influence the performance of classification is the
selection from different type highly dimensional features of different classes. Certainly
the original features contain more information that can be fed into the classification. How-
ever, it will potentially decrease the positive impact when all types of features are used
simultaneously. In this case, the fusion work is applied on the different type of features
combine which fused all types features with the combination of supervised and unsuper-
vised feature reduction method to achieve the best performance. As shown in Figure 3.1,
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14 different kinds of features are employed as extraction methods from different domain
in order to produce more information form the EEG data, and then, as described above,
the feature reduction method are applied for these features combine in order to keep the
most value information for further work. After the reduction work, the valuable features
are fed into the different classifiers to do the binary classification work. The feature ex-
traction methods and reduction methods are shown below.
3.3.2 Set of all Features
EEG signals with whole duration except the 3 seconds prior to recording are used for ex-
tracting connectivity features. In order to settle the same set up with the dataset paper [3],
Last 30 seconds data is applied for extracting features and further steps.
The consideration of the time domain feature, frequency domain feature, time frequency
domain and the connectivity feature are the same experiment setting with DEAP paper
[3] when doing the feature extraction. Each feature is extracted from each participant [3].
Table 3.1 shows the dimension and type for each feature.
Table 3.1: Features and The Number of Components Extracted from EEG Signals
Types
Features
Feature name No. of components
Time Domain
Statistical features 224
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3.3.3 Hybrid Dimension Features Reduction Scheme
Two steps of multiple highly dimensional features reduction was proposed in this scheme.
The highly dimensional features were fused by the combination of mRMR and PCA in a
classification perspective.
• mRMR
mRMR is proposed as the first step for feature reduction method for the combination fea-
ture of all these 14 kinds of features. This method use mutual information to characterize
the suitability of features proposed by Ding and Peng [255]. Mutual information between
two variables is shown above. The mRMR method is used to optimize two criteria si-
multaneously: Maximal-relevance criterion D, which aims to maximize average mutual
information between each feature and the specific label. The Minimum-redundancy cri-
terion R means to minimize the average mutual information between two features [170].
The algorithm finds near-optimal features using forward selection. Given an already cho-
sen set Sk of k features, the next feature is selected by maximizing the combined criterion







At this stage, mRMR is applied to reorder the combined features based on the specific
arousal and valence label for each subject. The new order is based on the mRMR theory
that shown above that maximum the feature’s relevance with the labels and minimum the
redundancy between each features.
• PCA
After the supervised step is the unsupervised stage in which PCA converts the new order
features produced by mRMR into the next linearly uncorrelated set. From the first step,
the features that have maximum relevance with the labels but minimum redundancy with
each other were kept so that in this stage all the features which applied for PCA are the
max relevance label features. It potentially keeps main information for all different types
of features. The PCA step further reduces the new high relevance dimensional features
and retain most of its variance.
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Figure 3.2: Distinct Features Extracted from One EEG Recording with 32 Channels in
DEAP Dataset.
3.3.4 Classification
The emotion information was represented by emotional dimensions such as arousal and
valence. For the classification, the values are divided into two classes based whether the
value was higher or lower than the midpoint value. For Arousal, there are two classes:
high arousal (HA) and low arousal (LA). For valence, they are high valence (HV) and low
valence (LV).
For this binary classification problem, many methods can be used for the classification
such as K-Nearest Neighbour (kNN), Support Vector Machine (SVM), Naive Bayes clas-
sifier, and Random Forest (RF) [256] [257][258]. In this study, SVM was chosen as it
has achieved best performance in many binary classification tasks. The RF classifier was
added due to its super ability to automatically select best features in the classification
process.
3.4 Evaluation
The proposed method is evaluated on a public dataset and compared to the state-of-the-art
performance achieved by other researchers in the same experimental setting condition.
3.4.1 Performance Measurement
For classification performance measurement, accuracy is the most popular one that can
identify how many samples are classified correctly. It was used here for all the binary
classification tasks. In addition, another accuracy measure F1-score is also provided for
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summarizing the results of each method in considering the balance of single number class.
Further, the paired t-test is carried out to evaluate the significance of the proposed method
against other methods.
3.4.2 Dataset
DEAP dataset [3] is a multi-modality dataset for the analysis of human affective states.
EEG recordings from 32 channels, peripheral physiological signals and frontal face videos
were obtained from 32 participants whilst watching 40 music videos. The videos were
selected to evoke one of the four of the following categories of emotion: 1). HV&HA; 2).
HV&LA; 3). LA&HA; 4). LV&LA. The EEG data was processed by average referencing,
down-sampling to 256 Hz and high-pass filtering to 2 Hz cut-off frequency. Changes in
power relative to the pre-stimulus period was computed and averaged over the Theta (3-7
Hz), Alpha (8-13 Hz), Beta (14-29 Hz) and Gamma (30-47 Hz) bands.
3.4.3 Experiment Settings
For DEAP dataset, the binary classification problem was addressed after thresholding the
self-assessments following the protocol in [3]. The affective label will be set to high if the
rating is above 5. If the rating is equal or lower than 5, the corresponding affective label
will be set to low. Thus for each trial, binary labels were generated. high valence (HV)
or low valence (LV) was to describe the affective level in valence space, and high arousal
(HA) or low arousal (LA) was to describe the affective level in arousal space. Identifi-
cation of valence and arousal levels are treated as two independent binary classification
tasks in this chapter.
3.4.4 Feature Extraction
For DEAP dataset, the time domain feature, frequency domain feature, time frequency
domain and the connectivity feature from each EEG recording are extracted. Overall, 14
distinct features were extracted from each recording. Figure 3.2 shows an example of the
features from one recording.
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Figure 3.3: Classification Accuracy on Individual Features Using RF and SVM for
Arousal and Valence Emotional Dimensions.
3.4.5 Results
Investigate Classification on Individual Features and Combination Features
The following results are obtained on the DEAP database under the same settings as the
benchmark paper [3]. As in [3], the leave-one-out validation method is applied for each
subject to evaluate the performance for each method. It means at each step of the valida-
tion, one video is treated as the test and the rest 39 videos of the same subject are treated
as training. For RF method, form the published work [102] indicated the parameter 1000
trees is more reasonable and practical for this experiment. For linear SVM classifier,
default parameter is used. Table 3.2 shows the average classification accuracy and its
standard deviation over 32 subjects on 14 distinct under the same validation setting. As
expected results from [154], the connectivity features conduct better performance than
other feature extraction methods, thus, it potentially indicates that the strength of con-
nectivity between two electrodes is the better representations for the interaction between
these two cortical areas which just is the changing of EEG signals. Simultaneously, the
combination of 14 distinct features are not significant as the expected compare to the con-
nectivity features for both arousal and valence.
From Figure 3.3, it can be seen that MI feature reaches the highest performance for both
arousal and valence as 70.3% and 72.6% respectively. All the connectivity features are
significantly greater than other domain features. It indicates that the further performance
improvement might be achieved by applying optimal work on connectivity features. Si-
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Table 3.2: Classification Accuracy and Its Standard Deviation on Distinct Features (%±
∆)
Features
RF (%±∆) SVM (%±∆)
Arousal Valence Arousal Valence
DA 62.4±7.2 62.1±7.1 61.4±7.5 59.5±6.8
DWTenergy 65.5±7.3 61.7±6.9 64.5±5.9 59.7±6.4
DWTentropy 62.0±7.4 63.6±7.1 61.0±5.2 60.1±7.6
DWTRMS 65.1±7.4 64.2±7.2 64.4±8.1 63.2±4.8
FD 63.9±6.8 63.3±7.5 62.2±6.7 62.3±7.5
HOC 68.1±5.9 65.7±7.6 66.1±6.3 64.7±6.0
MSCE 69.2±6.9 69.7±7.5 66.2±5.5 65.7±7.4
NSI 57.9±8.0 54.0±6.1 58.8±8.8 54.2±7.9
PSD 64.4±7.4 63.1±6.0 62.4±5.8 61.7±7.3
RA 61.4±7.4 62.2±7.0 62.1±6.8 61.1±5.7
Statistical 61.1±5.5 60.3±6.9 59.0±8.6 58.7±9.4
Hjorth 60.2±6.3 54.5±7.1 59.4±8.5 53.8±7.7
MI 70.3±6.8 72.6±8.9 68.7±7.7 70.8±6.6
PCC 69.6±5.9 70.1±8.7 68.2±7.5 68.8±8.4
Combine 68.3±6.3 68.7±8.1 67.8±4.5 68.1±6.4
multaneously, all types of features show potentially and relatively stable based on the
classification methods. Additionally, it could be seen from Table 3.2 that accuracy of va-
lence levels identification is higher than that of arousal. This is consistent with the results
presented in [259]. This Table 3.2 presents the performance for different types of features
and obviously illustrate the best performance for individual feature extraction method for
the further comparison.
Investigate the Proposed Two-Steps Feature Reduction Scheme on Top Rank Indi-
vidual Feature and Combination Feature
The next step is the proposed method applied on the combination of all 14 types features.
As the same setting with [3], the reduction scheme will applied to each validation step.
After mRMR method re-order the features and gain the max-relevance min-redundancy
attributes, the next is to reduce the features. However, the amount of features to choose
cannot determine. In this case, the full-range analysis is applied which means the mRMR
will reduce from the last of the new order features and step by 0.01 until the number of
dimensions that remained is strictly best performance. Additionally, this last means at last
of the new order features which means lowest relevance between features and the label
and high redundancy of other features. The following presents the comparison between
proposed method and best performance of other methods. At this stage, two classifica-
tion methods SVM and RF are employed to do the comparison which possibility decrease
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the effect of different classifiers. Simultaneously, the standard deviation and F1-score are
presented to represent the balance capability of each algorithm.
Table 3.3: Average Accuracy Comparison on Emotion Dimensions between Proposed
Fusion method with PCA and mRMR Individual Methods.
Features
RF (%±∆) SVM (%±∆)
PCA mRMR Proposed PCA mRMR Proposed
Arousal
PCC 68.4±7.1 69.8±8.3 71.4±6.2 65.8±8.9 69.6±9.4 70.5±8.4
MI 68.4±8.7 71.6±7.1 73.6±5.8 66.2±8.8 71.9±7.9 72.1±6.7
All combine 67.5±9.6 72.7±7.7 74.3±8.4 67.2±9.4 71.6±6.5 72.4±8.8
Valence
PCC 68.6±9.2 71.3±8.5 73.5±7.8 65.9±9.7 71.0±8.4 71.4±8.9
MI 69.8±9.3 73.3±6.4 74.8±7.5 68.1±9.4 72.7±8.8 73.6±6.9
All combine 67.9±9.9 74.2±8.1 77.2±8.6 67.2±9.6 73.8±8.3 76.1±7.4
Figure 3.4: Classification Accuracy (%) and Standard Deviation on Individual and Com-
bined Features Using Different Classifiers on Arousal and Valence. (a). RF for arousal
(b). RF for valence (c). SVM for arousal (d). SVM for valence.
Table 3.3 presents the observation of the relatively higher performance achieved by pro-
posed method in comparison with the PCA only and mRMR only on best individual fea-
ture extraction algorithm and all feature combine. In arousal, the proposal presents the
highest average accuracy which reach 74.3% by RF. Figure 3.4 also presents the results in
the more specific form. Therefore, the proposal performance are significant higher than
other individual features selection method on both single feature or all feature combine.
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In valence, similarly to the previous result, RF achieved the best performance for 77.2%.
Simultaneously, if only PCA is applied, for both individual or combined feature, the per-
formance decrease. Moreover that if only mRMR is applied, the performance shows great
than original but not significant. The proposed method reached both highest for arousal
and valence.
Table 3.4 provides the F1-score for PCA-only, mRMR-only and proposed method on
combined feature. The results support that a consequence of variety features combination
and the proposed hybrid feature reduction method achieved the improvement. In addition,
the paired t-test was conducted to check whether the proposed highlighted results are sig-
nificantly better than the rest of methods in Table 3.3 for the combined feature. Both in
arousal and valence terms, the p-value are presented in Table 3.5 which indicated that the
results of proposed method are statistically significant with PCA only and mRMR only
methods.
Table 3.4: Average F1-score Accuracy Comparison on Emotion Dimensions between
proposed fusion method with PCA and mRMR individual methods.








Proposed Method 78.9±10.4 77.3±9.8
3.4.6 Comparison with Existing Works
Finally, the comparison of the results with other existing work on DEAP dataset for vary
purpose which includes emotional state recognition [118] [101], EEG-based feature ex-
traction [20] [260] and also emotion detection system modeling [261][262] [263]. The
comparison only presents for same binary affective levels identification in valence and
arousal spaces using EEG signals as shown below in Table 3.6. The proposed method
reaches highest performance for both arousal and valence.
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Table 3.5: The p-value of T-test between Proposed Method with PCA and mRMR on All
Features Combined.







Table 3.6: Comparison on Classification Accuracy with The state-of-arts.
Methods Arousal (%±∆) Valence (%±∆)
Koelstra et al. [3] 62.0 57.6
Chung et al. [264] 66.4 66.6
Naser and Saha [265] 66.2 64.3
Zhuang X. et al. [266] 67.1±14.1 70.9±11.4
Bahari and Janghorbani [197] 64.6±10.7 58.1±9.3
Pablo and Miguel [254] 67.7±11.3 69.6±9.3
Zhuang N. et al. [263] 72.0±7.8 69.1±7.0
Chen et al. [154] 73.6±7.9 76.2±6.8
Liu et al. [102] 71.2 69.9
Proposed Method 74.3±8.4 77.2±8.6
3.5 Summary
Emotion detection based on EEG signals is a comparatively new and developing research
area. The key contribution of this chapter is to extract more useful information for the
emotion detection based on variety features’ fusion under an efficient way. From this
work, a total of 14 features have been extracted from different domains of EEG record-
ings and investigated the classification individually. And then, since the combination of
14 features’ performances are not that significant, in order to combine more useful infor-
mation for different feature methods, further, the two step feature reduction method was
used for the dimension reduction of the combine feature vectors. From the experimental
results, it can be seen that firstly, connectivity features achieve best compare to other fea-
ture extraction methods, secondly the combination of supervised and unsupervised feature
dimension reduction method can improve the performance by removing some irrelevant
feature vectors and better than individually use. The final feature produces the best results
within all the existing results in the same DEAP EEG emotional dataset under the same
experiment settings.
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Memory
From previous chapter three, the selection on various features combine produced rela-
tively significant improvement. However, the features and classification methods which
employed from previous approach are relatively traditional and classic. In chapter two
the review presents AI technologies have been achieved many significant improvements
in many areas, such as image processing [32] and sequential data processing [207]. There-
fore, with the development of AI techniques inspired me to try various deep neural net-
work modules to produce the feature extraction and dynamic modelling system for EEG-
based emotion recognition.
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4.1 Introduction
Researches on human brain have widely improved in recent decades, especially with the
development of the actual demands for human normal life, for instance that the treatment
for disabilities, industrial intelligence and entertainment. HCI and BCI developing in a
rapid speed, specially, the research on emotion recognition from EEG continuous achieve
the hot topic and increasingly important. EEG is the time series signals, previous re-
searches indicates that the consideration on the continuous change potentially increase
the performance. Various features extraction methods have been proposed for EEG-based
emotion recognition, containing time domain, frequency domain, Channel-based analysis
and other strategies.
For feature level, the statistics of EEG time series, fractal dimension, high order crossing
and Hjorth are utilized for emotion recognition [267] [189] [268] [79] [100]. Recently,
the features extracted from relationship information between electrodes are widely uti-
lized, such as coherence, asymmetry, correlation coefficients and mutual information of
electrodes [269] [270] [271] [154]. Jenke et al. summarized the variety feature extraction
and selection methods on different domain [20] and presented the comparison between
each method.
With the development of AI, many deep neural network strategies applied for increasing
the performance for the emotion classification tasks. Zheng and Lu proposed deep neural
network to investigate critical frequency bands for emotion recognition [142]. Mukesh et
al. conducts the 4 steps deep neural network based on different ratio amount of training
and testing samples for emotion recognition [272]. Hierarchical network via subnetwork
nodes was proposed by Yang et al. [273] for EEG-Based emotion recognition. Miku and
Chika [209] presented using convolutional neural network to do the emotion recognition
which achieve the greater progress for this research area.
The significant achievements verified that the improvement on the deep neural calculation
methods inflict their effective. Pouya et al. [274] proposed the transfer model which im-
plicitly implement the conversion EEG time-series signals to 3-channels RGB images, the
detailed of their contribution is presented in section 4.2. Considerably, this work framed
the newly background for EEG signal-processing. The strongly mature processing tech-
nology in image-processing area which provided the possibility that the transform work
potentially commence another platform for EEG-emotion recognition. Their work in-
spired us about proposing the following model.
In this chapter the exploration emotion recognition based on EEG through the noise learn-
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ing β -VAE and LSTM deep module is presented. Firstly, all EEG time-series signals are
transferred into multi-channel EEG images by 1 second per image based on different
domain. The proposed β -VAE then processed the image data and provide the adaptive
output features. These temporal sequence information ultimately utilized by LSTM and
produce the emotion classification results. The comparison of each experiment schemes
are presented.
The remainder of this chapter is as following: Section 4.2 presents the brief literature
review on EEG-emotion recognition works and their methods attempting to provide the
preliminary understanding and most recently achievements. Section 4.3 presents the ex-
ploration experiments on variety framework of EEG-based emotion detection, and de-
tailed introduces the β -VAE LSTM deep neural module. And then the performance and
achievement are conducted. Section 4.4 draws the conclusions.
4.2 Related Work
There are numerous studies about automatic emotion recognition in recent years, which
show that EEG signals have strong correlation with the actual emotion. Some of these
studies will be presented further in this section. Liu [268] proposed that Real-time EEG-
based Human Emotion Recognition, they use the fractal dimension model to train the of-
fline EEG dataset, First, they designed and implemented emotion induction experiments
using two-dimensional model to describe emotions. And use the silde window for online
emotion recognition. also they build the 3D visualization system for participant to visu-
alize the emotion in real-time.
Recently, VAEs [275][276] are used to obtain the factor representation underlying the data
through casual modeling and to reconstruct/generate though/decode original signal. The
advancements induced by VAE are introduced to EEG signal-to-image decoding [277]
and to EEG emotion recognition by enabling the joint modular and label-efficient learn-
ing [278]. However, the latter recognition results are not as promising as expected and
one potential cause might be the entangled factor representation.
Disentanglement contributes to the most efficient representation thus to its latter tasks,
and β -VAE [279] attains the disentangled representation by enhancing the constraints on
the channel capacity induced by the encoder network and is found effective in few short
learning [280] and transfer learning [281][282]. Both of them alleviates the learning prob-
lems caused by insufficiency in data scale. My model adopts the adaptive noise learning
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β -VAE, which was shown boosting on the disentanglement by enabling the model to
adapt to the unknown noise. Besides, the disentangled representation would also boost
the memory of subsequent LSTM in the model due to its relatively low dimension repre-
sentation. The adoption of LSTM in the model also enables the immediate recognition in
stream data.
Pouya et al. [274] proposed the model with the combination of CNN and LSTM for
processing the EEG-working memory classification task. They transferred all EEG-time
series signals into images area by applying short Fourier transform to estimate the power
spectrum of the signal. They defined the working memory related to three specific fre-
quency bands theta (4-7Hz), alpha (8-13Hz), and beta (13-30Hz). The standard method
didn’t consider the space information for EEG signals, they proposed two step transfor-
mation method to produce the 2-D 32x32 images which contain the space information
about the EEG sensor. Firstly, the Azimuthal Equidistant Projection (AEP) applied to
original EEG-sensor 3-D coordinates to perform 2-D projected locations of electrodes.
And then Clough-Tocher scheme applying for interpolating the scattered power measure-
ments over the scalp and for estimating the values in-between the electrodes over a 32x32
mesh. The three-channel (RGB) image is represented by theta, alpha and beta which then
merged together to form an image with three(color) channels. The final step is applying
recurrent-convolutional network architecture on processing the EEG video. The experi-
ment was set on their own EEG-working memory dataset and the performance represent
that their model achievement great.
Du et al. [278] proposed a multi-view extension for VAE by imposing a mixture of Gaus-
sians assumption on the posterior approximation of the latent variables and provided the
model on the semi-supervised multi-modality framework on EEG-emotion recognition.
The proposed combines the advantages of deep multi-view representation learning and
Bayesian modeling. They produced the experiments on both SEED and DEAP emotion
EEG dataset, the performance achieve great on both dataset. For SEED dataset, the best
emotion classification accuracy performance nearly 0.968. For DEAP dataset, they pro-
duce the quadratic-label for two binary indexes arousal and valence simultaneously, and
they discarded the original dataset which labeled between 3 and 6. The classification for
EEG-only is 0.407 and for multi-modality is 0.451. The great achievement verified the
significance on applying VAE to regenerate the features.
These researches present both a number of advantages and disadvantages between each
other respectively. Pouya et al’s work provided the transformation framework which
transferring time-series EEG data to images and furthermore they consider the sequence
information in the temporal EEG-video. Du et al proposed executing the experiment on
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Figure 4.1: Overview of Emotion Recognition from EEG Based on the β -VAE LSTM
Model, 1. EEG time series from multiple locations are acquired; 2.EEG transformation
work, it contains 3 frequency bands data that represents by RGB and other scheme rep-
resents by grey scale images for each time frame; 3. sequence of images are fed into the
proposed VAE-LSTM network for representation learning and classification.
original pre-processing EEG data by the multi-view VAE with the mixture of Gaussians
assumption. Both their work inspired us about creating the model. Judging to their work,
the proposes improvement conduct the consideration on applying VAE on EEG-video,
meanwhile, the advantage of disentangled β -VAE combine with the LSTM is indicated
which potentially maximum degree of premeditating and integrating the multi-aspects
specialty.
4.3 Exploration Experiments on Variety Framework of
EEG-based Emotion Detection
4.3.1 Overview
Figure 4.1 presents the overview of the main experiment based on the proposed model.
The EEG time series data transferred to EEG-images based on frequency domain and
time domain firstly. There are two kinds of EEG images, the three bands frequency data
merged into 3 channel RGB (color) images, simultaneously other schemes’ data were
regarded as the multi-channel images. Furthermore, the EEG video-like data for each
experiment scheme is given as the input to feed into the β -VAE LSTM model. The data
send to β -VAE for representing learning the factors of EEG-images. Meanwhile, LSTM
is employed to process the sequence characteristics for classification. Finally different
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experiment parameters are conducted to achieve the best performance.
4.3.2 Dataset and Experiment Schemes
DEAP Dataset
DEAP is a publicly famous multi-modalities emotion recognition dataset proposed by
Koelstra et al. [3] and available online, which recording the EEG signals from 32 chan-
nels, peripheral physiological signals and frontal face videos for 32 participants whilst
watching 40 music videos. All video clips last for 63 seconds which represent the differ-
ent specific visual emotion stimuli. Each electrode record for 63 seconds with 3s baseline
signal before the trail, and each participant took 40 trails respectively. The EEG data was
first preprocessed which down-sampling into 128Hz and band range 4-45 Hz.
The two indexes to evaluate these stimuli are arousal and valence, which were labeled
from the scale 1-9. For arousal and valence separately, 5 is applied as the boundary
for measuring amplitude for both arousal and valence that the label were generated into
high-arousal (HA),high-valence (HV),low-arousal (LA) and low-valence(LV). This chap-
ter performs the identification task for arousal and valence simultaneously which the new
label reshaped as HA-HV, HA-LV, LA-HV and LA-LV quadratic task. The distribution
map for arousal and valence labels is shown in Figure 4.2. The DEAP experiment pro-
vided 32 participants data with 40 trails each which the amount of samples for the exper-
iment are 1280.
Experiments Schemes
Figure 4.3 presents the main structure of the experiment schemes. Generally, the explo-
ration experiments contain three parts. Firstly, the experiment is similar as that Pouya
[274] proposed for three frequency bands EEG data which are merged into the RGB im-
ages after transformation work, moreover, this work expand the transfer work into four
frequency bands to produce the multi channel images. Secondly, the experiments on time
domain are demonstrated with consideration on utilizing more information. The differ-
ence of the two experiments schemes are the LSTM part, single-LSTM which is the origi-
nal proposed model. Furthermore, consider the specific sequential data characteristic and
large data amount, the double-LSTM is applied. Double LSTM consist of first ’sequence
to sequence’ LSTM and then second ’Sequence to one’ LSTM, the detailed architecture
will presents in the following. Finally, the baseline methods are conducted to demon-
strate the results for this experiment setting, therefore, the comparison of performance for
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Figure 4.2: Distribution For Original ArousalValence
each scheme and will indicate the conclusion for exploration’s result. The following will
present each experiment scheme and performance evaluation in detail.
4.3.3 EEG Time Series to Image Transformation
The EEG transformation works were inspired by Pouya et al.’s [274] approach proposed.
The EEG electrodes are distributed over the scalp in a 3-D space. In order to transform
the spatially distributed activity maps as 2-D images. First step is to project the loca-
Figure 4.3: Experiments Schemes
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Figure 4.4: 3-D to 2-D Projection Example of Electrodes
tion of electrodes from a 3-D space onto a 2-D surface. However, such transformation
should also preserve the relative distance between neighbouring electrodes. Azimuthal
Equidistant Projection (AEP) is applied, the EEG wearable sensor can be approximated
by a sphere for participant’s head, simultaneously, AEP compute the projection of each
electrode locations on a 2D tangent to the top point of the head surface. Figure 4.4 con-
ducts the example of project work. The next step is Clough-Tocher scheme applied for
interpolating the scattered to estimate the values between electrodes over a 32x32 mesh.
Basically, it is achieved by Pouya’s work which mentioned in related work, but the work
based on the two different domain, the following will present the specific details about
each domain transformation separately.
For frequency domain, first FFT is employed for each 32-channel respectively which es-
timate the power spectrum of the time series signal for each trail. The transformation is
basically on two schemes. Both Three bands (θ , α , β ) and four bands (θ , α , β , γ), the de-
tailed procedure is applying the above methods on each frequency band separately, thus,
the EEG time series data transferred into three or four channel image data corresponding
to each frequency band. Three bands images can be processed as the color (RGB) image
and four bands images conducted directly into the proposed model as a 4-channel image
database. The DEAP dataset EEG last for 63 seconds, therefore, this experiment per-
formed 1 image per second which integrated 63 images for each trail per participant. For
time domain, the instruction procedure is basically similar as frequency domain. Among
the processing the unlike section is the sampling rate for DEAP dataset is 128Hz, which
leads to 128 images per second for one trail per participant. Table 4.1 conduct the details
of samples for each schemes.
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Table 4.1: Description of Samples Setting For each Scheme
Schemes Subject Time Trail Sample(Per Second)
Frequency
3 bands 32 63 40 3
4 bands 32 63 40 4
Time Time series 32 63 40 128
4.3.4 β -VAE LSTM Architecture
The model takes a sequence of input frames X = {x1, · · · ,xM}. Each frame of X is D
dimensional vector derived by reshaping the converted RGB image. Let x denote a frame
in general.
Adaptive Noise Learning β -VAE
We assume that x is generated by several independent factors z = (z1, · · · ,zH) follow-
ing the multivariate Gaussian (0, IH). Besides We assume the conditional independence
p(z|x) = p(z1|x) · · · p(zH |x). Those two assumptions, proved in [283], lead to the separa-
tion of mutual information regarding frame and the factors in dimension, that is
(x;z) = (x;z1)+ · · ·+(x;zH). (4.1)
Those assumptions are achieved with a VAE framework. VAE takes the input xi frame by
frame and encodes them into a posterior distribution
qφ (z|xi) = (µ(x),σ2z (x)), (4.2)
through an encoder network where µ(x) is the network parameterized mean and σ2z (x) =
(σ2z1(x), · · · ,σ
2
zH (x)) is a network parameterized diagonal covariance matrix. φ represents
the parameter involved in the distribution.
The sample z of qφ (z|xi) is fed to the decoder network of the VAE to recover the original
signal through the generation process
pθ (x|z) = (G(z),σ2I) (4.3)
where G(z) is the network parameterized mean and σ is the pixel wise sharing noise vari-
ance and is set adaptively to learn and θ represents all the parameters involved in the
generation process.
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The objective of VAE part derived from the variational lower bound of the log likelihood
and can be formulated as the following,
ŁVAE =z∼qφ (z|x) ln pθ (x|z)−DKL(qφ (z|x)||pθ (z)). (4.4)
β -VAE introduces a tunable parameter β into the original objective which constraints the
channel capacity induced by the encoder network and can be formulated as the following,
Łβ−VAE =z∼qφ (z|x) ln pθ (x|z)−βDKL(qφ (z|x)||pθ (z)). (4.5)
Long Short Term Memory
We introduce Z = {z1, · · · ,zM} to represent the sequence of produced factor for
it = σ(Wizzt +Wihht−1 +bi), (4.6)
f t = σ(Wf zzt +Wf hht−1 +b f ), (4.7)
ot = σ(Wozzt +Wohht−1 +bo), (4.8)
gt = tanh(Wgzzt +Wghht−1 +bg), (4.9)
ct = f t ct−1 + itgt , (4.10)
ht = ot tanh(ct), (4.11)
a = so f tmax(WahhM +ba), (4.12)
pψ(y|Z) = ∏ci=1 ai(hM)yi, (4.13)
where σ is the sigmoid function, tanh is the hyperbolic tangent function,  denotes
element-wise product, W∗x is the transform from the input to LSTM states, W∗h is the
recurrent transformation matrix between the hidden states and b∗ is the bias.
The following objective for the LSTM part is applied.





Łβ−VAE ≤ log pθ ,ψ(X ,y) (4.15)
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Table 4.2: Detailed Architecture of Proposed Deep Network Module
Architecture Model Parameters
β -VAE
Encoder Conv 32x4x4,32x4x4,64x4x4,64x4x4 (stride 2).FC 256. ReLU.
Latent 128/32
Decoder FC 256. Linear. Deconv reverse of encoder. ReLU.Gaussian.
Predictor
Recurrent LSTM dim128. Time-Step 60.
Predict FC 4. ReLU
log pθ ,ψ(X ,y) (4.16)
≥Z∼qφ (z|x1)···qφ (z|xM) log pθ ,ψ(X ,y|Z) (4.17)
−DKL(qφ (z|x1) · · ·qφ (z|xM)||pθ (Z)) (4.18)
Since
log pθ ,ψ(X ,y|Z) =
log pθ (X |Z)+ log pψ(y|Z).
(4.19)
Z∼qφ (z|x1)···qφ (z|xM) log pθ (X |Z)














We adopted LSTM to capture temporal evolution in sequences of EEG Images. Since
brain activity is a temporally dynamic process, variations between frames may contain
additional information about the underlying mental state. Table 4.2 presents the detailed
architecture of above β -VAE LSTM module.
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Figure 4.5: Classification Results for Frequency Experiments
4.3.5 Experiments Procedure and Performance Evaluation
Exploration on Frequency Domain
Firstly, different parameter settings are applied on the β for VAE and amount of hidden
layer cell for LSTM respectively to figure out the effective by differential parameter set-
ting for frequency domain. The samples are split randomly roughly by ratio [0.8: 0.1:
0.1] into training, validation, testing set. β is applied [1,3,6,9,12,15]. β -VAE is trained
on each frame and LSTM was used to combine all the frames together for each video.
The number of epoch is from [100,200,300].





1 49.2±3.8 50.8±3.7 55.7±2.2
3 45.3±4.5 51.6±5.9 53.9±3.5
6 50.1±1.1 54.3±2.5 58.9±3.2
9 50.8±1.4 54.7±7.7 51.6±3.1
12 50.1±1.6 55.9±3.5 55.5±2.3
15 48.4±3.7 52.2±1.7 55.3±2.9
4-bands
1 48.4±1.4 52.3±1.8 59.4±4.2
3 51.1±1.9 53.2±3.1 60.9±3.5
6 53.9±2.3 54.7±3.2 63.3±2.4
9 56.3±2.1 53.9±2.8 56.3±1.7
12 47.7±3.3 50.8±2.4 53.9±3.3
15 48.4±3.5 56.3±1.9 58.6±3.2
Table 4.3 conduct the emotion classification performance for both 3-bands and 4-bands
experiment scheme. Overall, Epoch 300 achieves best average performance for both
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Figure 4.6: Architecture of Duo-LSTM
schemes which approves that the 300 epoch settled better through all experiments. Gen-
erally, when β settled to 6 achieve best performance for both two schemes. Considering
the classification performance demonstrates that latent factor appeared greater influence
on the processing of EEG-images at frequency domain. Integrated considering different
scheme, 4-bands average performances are greater than 3-bands which approves the as-
sumption that more information resulting in better performance on emotion classification.
For frequency bands level, 4-bands scheme classification accuracy better than 3-bands
scheme in general. This presents that θ , α , β and γ bands are all contribute to generate
the human emotion. The four frequency bands contain the related emotional information.
Moreover, leveraging on VAE to figure out the influential factors representation of the
variants of data [284], it provides the potentially opportunity for drawing the connections
between frequency bands or channels with emotions specifically.
Exploration on Time Domain
Basically, the framework settle for exploration experiment on time domain is slimier as
frequency domain. However, the time-based data possess a specific character that there
are larger amount of data flows than frequency level for every second, therefore, it leads
highly complex calculation and pressure for the system. Consequently, the double-LSTM
scheme at predict procedure proposed draw support time series (like audio data) process-
ing experience of LSTM model.
The double-LSTM scheme is inspired by [214], it consists of two LSTM, firstly, the EEG
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images data segmented into 7 segments for 9 seconds each. Furthermore, the data as the
input are given into the β -VAE to produce the factors. As Figure 4.5 presents, the first
LSTM is applied as the sequence to sequence part, the time step is 9 seconds same as the
length of each EEG segments, it contains LSTM layer and a dropout layer with a prob-
ability of 0.2 which used to reduce the overfitting by preventing units from co-adapting.
The second LSTM is sequence to one that used for integrating the sequence result into
one output; it contains LSTM layer and a dense layer. The whole model implemented
by Tensorflow backend. Different from the frequency bands, as the EEG-images data for
time domain is 128 per second leads to a large scale input and hardest for training with the
limited calculation resources. Hence, there only pick the first 10 images as the represen-
tation from 128 images as the input because the generating procedure of human emotion
is not a transiently changing. The data split randomly roughly samples by ratio [0.8: 0.1:
0.1] into training, validation, testing set. β is applied [1,3,6,9,12,15]. β -VAE is trained on
each frame and LSTM was used to combine all the frames together for each video. The
number of epoch is from [100,200,300].





1 43.2±1.7 47.4±2.2 50.5±2.8
3 46.1±1.1 48.3±3.5 50.7±3.2
6 52.2±2.4 52.8±2.5 54.7±3.4
9 51.8±5.1 52.4±3.6 53.9±1.9
12 45.3±1.8 48.3±2.7 49.7±2.4
15 48.7±3.1 50.4±2.8 52.2±2.4
DoubleLSTM
1 51.2±1.8 54.6±3.7 60.6±3.2
3 52.6±2.6 52.1±2.8 59.3±1.7
6 55.7±1.9 57.4±2.6 66.4±4.2
9 52.3±3.7 53.2±3.5 53.6±3.1
12 50.8±2.8 51.7±2.5 52.4±2.4
15 54.7±1.7 53.8±1.8 57.7±2.2
Table 4.4 conducts that the best performance for similar experiment module still when
β=6, achieves 54.7%, however, it indicate that potentially more information contain
doesn’t achieve significant performance compared to frequency result. Consequently, it
demonstrates best performance 66.4% through all experiment scheme while draw back to
the double-LSTM scheme. Apparently the double-LSTM improve the emotion classifi-
cation task’s performance which proves the LSTM’s capacity on the sequence processing
with consideration on the particularity of continuous signal is meaningful.
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Figure 4.7: Classification Results for Time Experiments
Figure 4.8: Structure of AE+LSTM and CNN+LSTM
Comparison with Baseline Methods
The following will present the experiments for baseline result producing. The main pur-
pose is comparing with the approach schemes and prompting the exploration task com-
pletely and strictly. Basically, the baseline methods divided into two main area, other sim-
ilar deep learning modules and classic EEG feature extraction and classification schemes.
Therefore, the similar deep learning modules are employed to consider as the ablation
study, simultaneously the classic methods enrich the exploration framework and provides
the relatively EEG-processing based results causing my approach more persuasive and
meaningful.
The deep modules are AE+LSTM and CNN+LSTM (as showin in Figure 4.8), The com-
parison is under the consistent settings with the proposed exploration experiments. VAE+LSTM
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Figure 4.9: The Comparison of All Experiments’ Classification Results
is just my approach when β equal to 1. Based on my previous research approach, for clas-
sic methods, the listed feature extraction methods from different domain are the recently
widely accepted and relatively obvious effect on EEG-based emotion classification. PSD,
HOC, FD, PCC and MI are condected for producing the comparison baseline results.
KNN, SVM and RF are chosen to be the classification methods on these features with the
relatively great performance from previous approach. Generally, the comparison is based
on the best average classification result for each methods.
Table 4.5: Classification Performance For Classic Methods
Methods KNN SVM RF
PSD 40.1±2.6 39.2±1.5 41.7±3.1
HOC 38.6±1.7 41.6±4.1 43.2±1.8
FD 39.6±2.9 41.5±3.1 41.8±2.3
PCC 38.4±2.5 39.7±2.5 40.7±1.7
MI 41.1±3.6 42.5±3.3 45.6±2.1
Table 4.6: Classification Performance Comparison For All Schemes
Frequency Time Baseline
3bands 4bands 1LSTM 2LSTM CNN+LSTM AE+LSTM MI+RF
58.9±3.2 63.3±2.4 54.7±3.4 66.4±4.2 51.7±3.3 52.3±2.8 45.6±2.1
Generally, the comparison results conduct that my approach for time domain β -VAE dou-
ble LSTM module reaches the best classification performance through all the experiments
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schemes. Overall, the proposed frameworks’ EEG-based emotion classification accuracy
is significantly improved on both experiment schemes compare to the baseline and other
state-of-art. Draw back to deep neural modules comparison, obviously, the proposed
methods is more practical and accurate. There are not many studies draw attention on the
quadratic classification for DEAP dataset in state-of-art, Zheng et al. [86] proposed that
employed the discriminative graph regularized extreme Learning Machine with differen-
tial entropy features achieves the 69.97% for arousal-valence quadratic classification, the
experiment under the data with discarding the labeling from 4.8 to 5.2 for arousal and
valence as they believed the fuzzy part.
Table 4.7: Comparison For State-of-art and my Proposed (%)
Zheng et al. [86] 69.7(Discard data arousal and valence rating between
4.8 and 5.2. )
Du et al. [278] 45.1±2.2 (Discard data arousal and valence rating be-
tween 3 and 6)
The proposed 58.9±3.2 (θ , α , β bands Applied)
The proposed 63.3±2.4 (θ , α , β , γ bands applied)
The proposed 66.4±4.2 (Time series with double-LSTM applied)
In order to produce more evidence for the better performance of the proposed deep neural
module, the proposed method also apply to the binary arousal and valence classification
experiments as the same experiments settings for chapter three. From above experiments
the best settings for the parameters have been conducted, hence the experiment are for
β setting as 6 for 3 frequency bands, 4 frequency bands, one-LSTM time domain and
double-LSTM time domain schemes.
Table 4.8: Comparison For Same setting as Chapter three (%)
3-Fre 4-Fre One-LSTM Double-LSTM
Arousal 75.8 80.6 71.1 82.7
Valence 74.1 79.2 70.6 81.1
4.4 Summary
This chapter proposes a exploration for multi-view experiment frameworks on EEG-based
emotion classification leverage on a novel deep neural modules scheme β -VAE LSTM.
The work is motivated by finding the relationship between human emotion and EEG-data
which conducts the representation for the inner feelings. The approach explores the differ-
ent processing schemes concentrate on the experience of EEG-processing research area.
Firstly, leverage on the previous transformation idea the time-series EEG data transferred
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into EEG images database, compare to the previous transformation work the improvement
is that the expand the method into multi-view of EEG data and produced the multi-channel
EEG images. Specifically, the duo-channel EEG images potentially contain more valu-
able information for emotion classification, which the experiments results proved. For
frequency based, 4 bands result significantly better than the 3 bands results approved that
all EEG bands contribute for the representation of human emotions. Simultaneously, the
time-based results demonstrates that more information do not mean better performance,
time series required the appropriate processing scheme which double-LSTM’s best clas-
sification results prove that. Moreover, the experiments based on the different β values
demonstrates that the factors is certain number to control the specific task, which not
means more factors equal to better results. At this point, the factors indicates the impor-
tant element for generating human emotion. The best classification results demonstrates
my approach is effective.
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Chapter 5
Real-Time Interactive Film Control
based on User’s Emotion Detected from
a Portable EEG Sensor
The creation of the EEG-based emotion recognition application is the highly research
value issue for this area. Simultaneously, building the reliable EEG emotion database is
another big issue for the area. Because the EEG-based emotion recognition research area
is relatively getting started in recent years resulting in there are lack of public database.
Moreover, human emotion is very complex and sensitive [16], the different EEG emotion
experiment protocol and purpose may cause some unknown errors. Therefore, it is neces-
sary to build the reliable EEG emotion database for my future research work. In addition,
the previous chapter three and four present many robust EEG-based emotion recognition
methods and frameworks on different processing background. This provide the technique
basis to develop a EEG-based emotion recognition HCI application.
5.1 Introduction
Brain conducts the the most mysterious black box of human body, the research on the
working mechanism of human brain has attracted more attention nowadays due to fast
development of deep learning neural network models. Among in this research, the hu-
man emotion detection from EEG signals is a very interesting area for the researchers
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[141][119].
Emotion-based HCI is another significant research area, to draw the connection between
HCI and EEG analysis is significant for researching area. Simultaneously, modern human
draw more and more attention on the pursuit of personalized life demand under the de-
velopment of high-tech, with considering the combine researching area between HCI and
EEG-based emotion recognition analysis provide the possibility that participant control
the trend of the film story by their personal feeling which indicates ’There are a thousand
Hamlets in a thousand people’s eyes’.
The increasingly development of human-centric-driven interaction is going along with
digital media potentially revolutionizing entertainment, brain development education, med-
ical brain rehabilitation learning and many other areas of life. Since emotion-driven in-
teractive become the hot spot of research area, the need and importance of automatic
emotion detection has grown with an increasing role of HCI applications [285]. Recently,
the EEG-based emotion detection work has been done [286] [287] [287] [288]. Auto-
matic emotion detection from EEG signals attracts more attention with the development
of new forms of human-centric and human-driven interaction with digital media. The
development of Wireless portable and wearable EEG headsets makes it available at a rea-
sonable price, excellent detection accuracy and compact instruction make it possible that
popularize EEG-based emotion detection researching technology to applications for the
markets. The advanced and adaptability of the development for the portable EEG sen-
sors will benefit many areas such as medical rehabilitation, psychotherapy, entertainment,
gaming and virtual reality.
Emotion detection through EEG has a wide variety of practical applications [117][242].
The techniques achieved great performance at medical and psychology filed. In recent,
HCI appears to be the research spotlight within the highly demand of real life. Possibilities
that have been proposed for the use of these machine learning systems include multimedia
environments that detect the emotions of the users, such as recommendation and tagging
systems, games and films [119] that respond to the user emotions, and biofeedback de-
vices that can be worn in the manner of headsets and might help users gain control over
their emotional states.
In this chapter, the requirement of the interactive film and design the protocol for data col-
lection using a portable EEG sensor (Emotiv Epoc) are reviewed. Then a portable EEG
emotion database (PEED) is established from 15 participants and produce the two emo-
tion labels using both self-reporting and video annotation tools. Further, the exploration
of the various feature extraction and classification methods under the subject indepen-
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dent for both labelling schme are presented to select a practical framework for real-time
emotion detection. Finally, the emotion detection system is trained and integrated into
the interactive film for real-time implementation and evaluation. The emotion detection
system consist of OFFLINE training and ONLINE detection.
The main contributions can be summarized as follows:
• A portable EEG emotion database (PEED) is built for emotion analysis from portable
EEG sensors with full emotion annotations;
• Exploring multiple features and pattern recognition methods to build a real-time
emotion detection system;
• Real-time emotion detection system is implemented and integrated in an interactive
film that has been demoed in many occasions with satisfied performance.
The remainder of this chapter is as following: section 5.2 provides the literature review on
the recent EEG-based real time emotion detection works and their methods. Section 5.3
describes the interactive film and its requirement for user’s emotion detection. Section
5.4 is the proposed emotion detection system including data acquisition, emotion label
annotation, feature extraction and machine learning, and then presents the system evalua-
tion and experimental results. Section 5.5 demonstrates the framework of EEG-based real
time emotion interactive film. Section 5.6 draws a summary of the approach.
5.2 Related Works
Emotion is a intense expression which represent the specific feeling of human that oc-
cur by different types and patterns of stimuli. Ekman [35] distinguished the notion of
basic emotions and other affective states of human being. Russell [246] proposed a two-
dimensional model in which emotions were given co-ordinates denoting the degree of
valence (the positive or negative quality of emotion) and arousal (how responsive or
energetic the subject is). International Affective Picture System (IAPS) [44] and Inter-
national Affective Digitized Sounds [293] are two famous images and sound emotion
stimuli datasets respectively, moreover, emotion also can be evoked by the working mem-
ory [294] or videos in real laboratory experiments [3][142]. There are numerous studies
about automatic emotion detection in recent years, which show that EEG signals have
strong correlation with the actual emotion. Based on my project, the listed review on
various algorithms on emotion detection from EEG signal are presented. Firstly, the re-
view conduct the possibility for us to explore the best performance algorithm for offline
training model, and draw the review on several schemes for building the emotion detec-
tion EEG dataset which benefit and evidential my work on building the dataset. Finally
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Table 5.1: Summary on Various Studies For EEG-based Emotion Rocognition
Ref Ch. Subjects Stimuli Methods Emotion Pattern Performance
D.O.Bos[21] 3 5 IAPS,
IADS
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the specific review on some real-time EEG-based emotion states recognition works are
conducted which correspond to the theme.
There are various studies has been conducted attempt to build computational intelligence
model to estimate human emotion states from different EEG features. Kim et al. [22]
draw the review on EEG-based emotion detection by different computational models and
Jenke et al. [20] presented the review on vast number of feature extraction and feature
selection methods on estimating the emotion from EEG signals. The brief summary of
EEG-based emotion detection studies in Table 5.1 is shown. In short, it can draw the
first view of detailed different experiment configuration and evidently the feasibility on
building the computational model for EEG-based emotion detection. The different types
of stimuli can affective and evoked human emotions as shown in Table 5.1. Simultane-
ously, various feature extraction, selection and classification methods also influence the
performance of the EEG-based emotion detection computational model. It also indicates
that the different pattern of emotion detection tasks is meaningful and testify labeling the
corresponding specific emotions directly is feasible and efficient.
Facing the seriously lack of public available emotional EEG datasets which deferring the
progress for investigating the various problems of the exploration of computational in-
telligence model researching on EEG-based emotion detection. This urgent problem to
be solved leads us to plan to build a emotion detection EEG dataset. Consequently, the
two famous public emotional EEG dataset DEAP [3] and SEED [142] were consulted.
The DEAP dataset recorded the EEG and peripheral physiological signals of 32 partici-
pants when watching 40 one-minute music videos. It also contains the participants’ rate
for each video in terms of the levels of arousal, valence, like/dislike, dominance, and
familiarity. The scale is from 1-9. The SEED dataset recorded 15 participants EEG sig-
nals when watching the 15 four minutes Chinese film clips (positive, neutral and negative
emotions). For the feedback, participants were told to report their emotional reactions to
each film clip by completing the questionnaire immediately after watching each clip and
each subject was required to perform the experiments for three sessions.
With the rapid development of updating the computational for EEG-based emotion detec-
tion lead to the urgent demand for the market under the high performance and achieve-
ment. A vast number of studies has been conducted the staged achievements and future
prospects. Liu et al. [25] proposed the fractal dimension model combine with the 3D vi-
sualization system to conduct the emotion in real-time. Further Sourina and Liu [295]
proposed the same Fractal dimension model embedded with music therapy. Jatiplai-
boon et al. [296] conducted the pattern correlation between recognition between different
EEG frequency bands and specific emotions. Simultaneously, the promotion of brain
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imagine affect many studies, real-time Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (FMRI)
[297][298][299][300], Kavasidis et al [277] proposed the computational model with vari-
ational autoencoder (VAE) to achieve the generative model about the brain images when
participants watching the real images.
The attributes chosen in the studies above is more detailed indicate the reflection and
explanation of the research step for building the EEG-based emotion detection computa-
tional intelligence model. The significant attribution of these studies provided amount of
consultation and evidential theory. Furthermore, these various schemes for offline train-
ing demonstrates the precious opportunity to explore the best performance and practical
algorithms for specific tasks.
5.3 Interactive Film
HCI accomplish the hot spot for human-centric interaction research field. Interactive film
is relatively one of the practical, advanced and entertaining application among this area.
It is the core exemplification of the Human Computer Interaction research field, the main
theme is that the audience can participate in the development of the film’s story-line and
interact instantly by body-movement, speech, wink, gesture or human physical signals.
Basically, interactive film is liberating the audience from the single-linear narrative mode
of traditional films, moreover, the audience is no longer just passively watching the film
but determine the different story trends. Normally, interactive film is widely used in en-
tertainment, like video-games, music-videos. Generally, interactive film designer setting
up amount of the alternative points through the entire film story. Different choices lead to
different process and ending.
The ’RIOT’ film is filming for facing police enforcement, it contains 4 chapters and 3
checkpoints as shown in figure 5.1. Each chapter has three different result scenes which
corresponding to the emotion anger, fear and calm. The check points are settled before
proceeding to the next stage. It tests the current emotion of the participant for the chapter
and output the result in real-time. Only if the result is calm which means the participant
keep steady, the film will jump into next stage. However, the film ends immediately when
the participant failed to keep calm.
In fact, many specific identity of human physical signals can represent the emotion such
as EMG, Heart Rate, pulse, blood pressure, EEG, facial expression and so on. EEG is the
relatively reasonable and accurate among vast number of signals due to that EEG signal
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comparatively authentic demonstrate and transport the diversification of human emotion.
In order to achieve the destination, the exploration for indicating the best performance is
proposed to figure out the stable and practical EEG emotion detection system for imple-
menting into the film.
5.4 Emotion Recognition System
Figure 5.1 shows the overview structure of the real-time portable EEG-based emotion
recognition interactive film. Before developing the real-time system, the classification
model has to be trained with off-line EEG signals. 14 channels Emotiv Epoch EEG sen-
sor was employed to collect the EEG RAW data from the participants. Since disadvantage
of EEG data is noisy, the raw data is pre-processed (i.e. filtering) in order to remove the
noise and artifact which are caused by the poor electrode contact and muscular activ-
ity. After then, the salient features are extracted adopting several well-known algorithms,
including HOC, PSD, MI, PCC and MSCE. Next, the comparison of the 5 kinds of fea-
tures with the KNN, SVM and RF as the classification methods to figure out the best
performance scheme. Finally, the majority voting is applied for simulating the real-time
working mechanism to improve the classification accuracy. All experiment on subject in-
dependent as the simulation and preparation for the on-line system build. By comparing
the performances of classification models, the most appropriate feature extraction algo-
rithm and classifier are selected to allocate the class of emotion for ONLINE-EEG signal.
Figure 5.1: Overview of the Whole EEG-based Emotion Recognition Interactive Film.
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Figure 5.2: The Emotive Epoc+ Sensor and Corresponding Location on Brain
5.4.1 PEED
Materials and Stimuli
In this chapter a 14-channel sensor is applied to collect the EEG signals, the brain sig-
nal acquisition is done with the use of Emotiv Epoc neuroheadset released from Emotiv
Systems Inc [301]. As shown in Figure 5.2, it has 16 electrodes. There are 14 electrodes
(AF3, F7, F3, FC5, T7, P7, O1, O2, P8, T8, FC6, F4, F8, and AF42) which are channels
to capture EEG signal, while two electrodes in P3 and P4 location are used as reference.
Besides, it is sequential sampling with single ADC, and the sample rate of the headset is
128 samples per second. The signal transfers from the headset to computer with wireless
via a dedicated dongle. So it is easy to use and flexible. However, because it is designed
for games originally, it is sensitive to noise. EEG signal is hardly detected with high reli-
ability although the accuracy of headset is sufficient to present participants brainwave.
Many different kinds of stimuli can be used for EEG-based emotion recognition. Some
researcher proposed to use images [100], other researchers employed music [302] [303],
however, video clips [112] [304] [3] [291] [305] are the most widely used stimuli for
researchers. As stimuli several kinds of movie clips, including musical, romantic, war,
disaster and horrible films were chosen. The reason for choosing movies as stimuli is that
audiovisual stimuli is highly benefit for arousing human emotion [306]. Firstly the stimuli
library is built, 60 initial stimuli have been selected, each emotion have 20 initial stimuli.
Eliciting emotion for participants is the difficult work so the select effective stimuli is
necessary. Refer to the method that proposed in DEAP EEG dataset [3] The final 10 video
stimuli were chosen for calm, anger and fear each. Among these stimuli also considered
the influence of different culture, racial and religion. Especially for anger and fear, in
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Figure 5.3: The Experiment Protocol For the Experiment (First 15s for participants to re-
lax, and then watch movie clips for 15s, last 15s for self-assessment, only the 15s captured
for watching movie as the EEG dataset )
order to reduce the error as low as possible. The facial expression of participants were
recorded to label the emotions. In the interactive film, three emotions were mentioned
as the the control variable for the interactive film. So the use three emotions as the three
categories for the classification.
Participants and Experiment protocol
There are 15 healthy participants (10 male and 5 female), whom age between 18 and 25,
took part in this experiment. Each participant signed the consent form. Next, the intro-
duction of experiment protocol given to the participants, once they were clear about the
instructions, the experiment will begin. After all the sensors were placed, a practice trial
will prepared for the participant firstly for understanding well of the experiment. The
experiment starts with a 15 second recording without stimuli in order to let participant
relax. Then the 6 videos were presented in 10 trials. As shown in Figure 5.3, the video
followed by the self-assessment. They will be asked about the feeling through they watch
the video. At the meantime, the front face for each participant recorded. The whole exper-
iments have already achieved the ethics and guaranteed the personal safety of participants.
The ethics form is submitted with the final thesis as the sub-file.
Annotation
a. Self-assessment: Although the specific emotions about the stimuli videos are defined,
however, actually different factors about the participants determine the different feelings
about each video. At this point the self-assessment label is meaningful for the experiment.
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Figure 5.4: Labelling Scheme For PEED. Video-based label based on the facial recording
for the participant when they watching the movie clips, Self feeling label represents the
personal feelings of participants through watching the movie clips.
At the end of each trail, the participants performed the personal feeling after watching 6
videos separately. The specific emotions are represented by the scale 1, 2 and 3, which
represent calm, anger and fear separately. This measure inquires about the participant’s
personal feelings. Each video last for 15 seconds, the participants were asked to perform
the inner feeling about the whole video 15 seconds once.
b. Video-Record: Another angel of this labeling work is that the personal feelings has
possibility that possess error, which means personal feelings can’t represent the actual
feelings of the participants when they watching the films. The facial expression video
about the participants were recorded through the completely experiment stage to perform
the actual and accurate personal reaction and status of the stimuli videos. As the same
with self-assessment label scheme, participants’ reaction about the videos was labelled
for 15 seconds once.
Figure 5.4 presents the two labelling schemes for PEED dataset. The self-assessment
mainly gather the participants’ self-feeling about each movies they watched. Every partic-
ipants’ self-assessment accomplished after the watching movie stage in order to maintain
the most effective and realistic feeling for them. However, the timely personal feedback
exists the incorrect possibility, therefore, the facial videos of the participants were col-
lected in order to indicate the accurate and reliable evaluation results. The facial video
actually not the strong credible evidence for the representation of human emotion because
sometimes emotion only are the inner feeling and not react that obviously by facial expres-
sion, but the facial results assist the evaluation progress for this experiment. Generally,
these schemes were worth to be explored.
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Data Evaluation and Selection
15 participants data were collected, considering the self-assessment result and recorder
front-face video result leaded us to produce the data selection procedure. It is meaningful
to do this selection progress to decrease the meaningless and distortion data which based-
on the difference of two labels. The self-assessment label and video label are mutually
made up shortage, so the Kappa-coefficient of each participant’s self-assessment label and
video label were calculated and applied as the criterion of data selection work. Therefore,
5 lowest kappa-coefficient subjects’ data were discarded. The description of PEED dataset
as shown in Table 5.2.
Table 5.2: Description of The PEED
Detail About EEG OFFLINE Dataset
Number of Participants 10
Stimuli Videos 6 videos labeled as 2 calm, 2 anger and 2 fear, each lasts for
15 seconds
Trail on Each Video 2
Emotion Pattern Calm, Fear, Anger
Recorded Signal 14-Channel 128Hz EEG signals, 10 participants facial
videos,
Label Schemes Self-assessment label and Video record label
5.4.2 Emotion Recognition Modeling and Evaluation
Signal Pre-Processing
From the discussion before, it is clear that EOG correction and EMG correction are of
great significance. And Independent Component Analysis (ICA)[115] a powerful tech-
nique which can separate out artifacts embedded in data. It assumes that recorded EEG is
a linear combination of temporal, independent and spatially fixed signals. And it estimates
the weight of each independent component[307]. First of all, the data is whitened by re-
moving the correlations within the data. That means different channels are forced to be
uncorrelated. Then, the signal is decomposed into statistically independent components.
By analyzing the weight of components, artifacts components are obviously identify by
visual inspection since the artifacts are usually independent of each other. Last, the ar-
tifact components are removed. And cleaned EEG data is obtained by recombining the
remaining components. Hence, ICA is an effective approach to remove EOG and EMG
artifacts from EEG signal. As the human emotion has the Instantaneous and will last for
short period of time, so we separate the 15 seconds to per seconds which contribute to
establish the real-time system.
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Figure 5.5: Preprocessing on EEG Raw Data Applied on ICA.
Feature Extraction Algorithms
The previous published paper’s conclusions [308] conducted the multi-feature extraction
methods on DEAP dataset. Based on the relatively better performance for various feature
extraction methods of previous chapter, generally five features extraction methods are
applied from time domain, frequency domain and Multi-electrode features on my dataset.
The purpose is to explore the best performance and practical feature extraction method
for the EEG-based emotion detection computational model. The brief description of each
method is shown in chapter two. Here the feature extraction methods are the HOC, PCC,
MI, MSCE and PSD five kinds of features based on different domain.
Evaluation
As the statement above, the two labeling schemes for the dataset were conducted, which
both meaningful for the emotion interactive area. Self-assessment indicates the partic-
ipants’ personal feeling about the stimuli, and the facial expression video in order to
indicate the accurate and reliable results under the psychology area. In the following, the
exploration schemes based on the performance of various feature extraction methods for
different pattern recognition methods are presented. Firstly, different machine learning
methods were applied for the experiment on both labelling scheme to judge which way
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achieve better performance and more practical. Furthermore, based on the result the great
performance individual feature extraction method was chosen, and applied the majority
voting to figure out whether the mechanism of human emotion affected to achieve better
performance. KNN, RF and SVM [257] are employed as the classification methods. (For
KNN, K=5, for RF, tree=100) The validation method was chosen to subject independent
because it will always be new data when different participant test the system.
Table 5.3: Individual Feature Self-assessment and Video Record Label Classification Per-
formance For KNN (k=5)
Subject
Self(%) Video(%)
HOC MI PCC PSD MSCE HOC MI PCC PSD MSCE
1 35.3 38.1 30.2 40.0 39.6 32.2 33.3 39.4 41.2 32.5
2 33.7 34.1 50.1 43.2 42.5 40.5 47.1 44.2 37.1 31.6
3 41.2 46.5 50.2 49.3 42.5 44.0 42.2 47.1 47.2 40.6
4 42.1 54.3 52.2 40.1 41.8 40.0 60.7 52.5 47.3 46.6
5 40.8 48.2 41.8 37.7 36.6 37.4 44.5 39.2 33.1 32.6
6 36.4 46.2 41.8 37.6 35.4 33.1 42.2 38.7 32.8 31.2
7 36.4 38.5 53.2 31.7 34.4 30.8 41.2 58.0 32.4 32.2
8 41.4 44.5 37.4 46.5 39.4 40.1 39.7 39.1 41.8 38.7
9 41.2 43.4 38.5 50.1 37.2 42.6 41.4 40.7 51.2 40.4
10 42.5 53.1 40.4 51.4 44.5 44.6 56.2 41.4 49.8 41.2
Avg. 39.1 44.7 43.6 42.8 39.4 38.5 44.9 44.0 41.4 36.8




HOC MI PCC PSD MSCE HOC MI PCC PSD MSCE
1 38.2 39.6 37.4 50.6 36.2 33.3 32.4 39.5 41.2 30.7
2 32.4 43.6 43.2 33.4 30.2 38.1 40.8 31.7 39.8 32.5
3 41.5 47.4 33.1 49.4 42.8 41.6 40.4 47.6 50.2 43.4
4 42.5 47.1 48.6 43.7 41.7 44.5 64.2 39.1 57.8 45.6
5 36.2 51.9 37.6 40.4 30.6 35.2 39.6 30.4 38.2 31.6
6 34.4 51.2 48.6 39.1 33.2 30.1 46.2 49.5 30.1 34.4
7 34.2 43.4 48.2 42.8 33.1 34.5 49.2 62.8 43.4 31.2
8 33.2 41.2 48.7 36.3 39.4 32.4 33.1 38.6 36.5 34.2
9 40.4 42.1 36.5 52.8 41.6 40.4 39.8 31.8 60.4 34.6
10 45.1 51.8 31.6 37.2 42.6 39.1 49.8 46.4 47.2 38.6
Avg. 37.8 45.9 41.4 42.6 37.1 36.9 43.6 41.7 44.5 35.7
Table 5.3, Table 5.4 and Table 5.5 indicate all of the multi-dimensional individual fea-
tures affecting the classification task in the experiments, chief among two label schemes,
all features performed relatively stable through all experiments. Basically, there are two
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HOC MI PCC PSD MSCE HOC MI PCC PSD MSCE
1 31.4 47.6 37.9 42.8 35.6 30.2 43.6 41.5 39.2 32.8
2 39.2 46.5 46.6 51.9 33.4 38.5 53.5 41.6 37.2 32.8
3 44.5 60.9 51.8 62.3 48.5 41.1 54.5 36.8 57.2 44.4
4 42.1 53.2 50.8 56.6 44.2 52.6 68.4 62.6 64.2 51.7
5 44.2 56.5 34.1 66.6 42.5 48.4 53.2 43.7 51.5 50.1
6 41.8 47.9 48.4 56.1 44.2 40.6 53.7 44.8 40.2 41.9
7 31.6 52.9 48.5 44.1 33.2 32.0 48.7 63.5 46.2 37.6
8 37.1 57.5 53.6 51.1 44.2 41.7 54.5 49.8 43.4 46.8
9 41.2 57.9 44.0 56.2 32.1 42.8 61.5 46.7 51.2 34.6
10 40.2 59.8 43.5 51.1 33.3 44.5 51.1 47.7 47.2 36.5
Avg. 39.3 54.1 45.9 53.9 39.1 41.2 54.3 47.9 47.8 39.9
metrics of selection for online system, considering both performance and running time.
Above all, feature MI achieves best results of various features. Besides, for all classifica-
tion methods, self-assessment label scheme’s average results are better than video record
label scheme’s. Simultaneously, RF demonstrates best performance among all of the clas-
sification methods. Overall, MI is selected as the feature extraction method and RF as the
classification method.
Figure 5.6: Performance For Individual Feature of Different Machine Learning Method.
(a) stands for the results by KNN. (b) stands for the results by SVM. (c) stands for the
results by RF
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Human emotions will be triggered at one point and then last for period of time. Simul-
taneously, the participant’s data will be recorded and processed every second for online
system. Considering both emotion’s continuous and ephemeral and the simulation work
for online system, majority voting is applied. The specific approach is cutting the test-
ing subject’s data into 1 second each, and then do the majority voting 15 seconds once,
then compare with the emotion label. This procedure is the simulation work for real-time
system. Real-time systems requires the constantly output to achieve the timely control,
moreover, since emotion is a continuous variable and last for a period of time. In sum-
mary, the majority voting is necessary and practical as the simulation of real-time process.
Table 5.6: Classification Performance of MI with RF and Majority Voting Applied
Subject 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Avg.
Self(%) 66.7 66.7 83.3 66.7 66.7 83.3 66.7 66.7 50 100 71.7
Video(%) 33.3 50 50 66.7 66.7 50 50 33.3 83.3 66.7 55
As Table 5.6 presented, the performance obtain great improved for all subject based on
the identical feature and classification scheme. That achievements conduct the strong evi-
dence for my assumption, therefore, the simulation experiments are necessary and mean-
ingful. Both self label scheme and video label scheme average performance reach better
performance compare to the same scheme without majority voting applied. Among the
results, self-label scheme is significantly better than the video-label scheme, simultane-
ously the performance 71.7% verify the model is suitable and practical.
Furthermore, the experiment on binary classification that represented calm and not calm
to figure out whether it will achieve more accurate and stable performance. In the mean
time, this mechanism is the simulation of on-line film project. Basically, the film’s con-
tent is about keeping calm when the participate facing different situation. Thus, this is
meaningful and more practical to attempt.
Table 5.7 and Table 5.8 indicate that all subject’s results are significant improved when
binary classification applied as expected. Overall, the results demonstrate that this frame-
work achieves best and stable performance for both two label schemes. Moreover, it
verified the assumption of emotion triggering mechanism. Furthermore, it approves the
settings for real-time systems is meaningful and practical.
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Table 5.7: Binay Classification Performance For PSD, PCC AND MI With RF Applied
Subject
Self(%) Video(%)
PSD PCC MI PSD PCC MI
1 51.2 54.5 76.4 52.3 55.7 63.9
2 68.5 66.4 79.1 51.8 48.6 56.2
3 58.4 50.2 77.6 66.8 49.5 88.9
4 67.2 61.3 69.1 77.5 78.4 82.5
5 66.1 47.5 75.2 64.4 57.8 64.4
6 58.1 51.5 63.4 55.5 52.3 57.5
7 48.2 55.6 51.4 52.8 54.5 73.4
8 56.5 54.2 65.1 52.8 54.5 68.5
9 58.2 47.6 69.1 62.5 54.7 79.6
10 58.2 52.2 76.3 55.4 59.6 61.8
Avg. 59.1 54.1 70.3 59.2 56.6 69.7
Table 5.8: Binary Classification Performance of MI with RF and Majority Voting Applied
Subject 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Avg.
Self(%) 83.3 66.7 100 50.0 66.7 83.3 66.7 83.3 66.7 100 76.7
Video(%) 50.0 66.7 66.7 83.3 66.7 83.3 66.7 50.0 100 66.7 70.1
5.5 Real-time Implementation and Offline Testing
The real-time EEG emotion detection can be applied to many different fields such as
entertainment, education and medicine. As mentioned above, this work is based on con-
trolling the interactive film. Therefore, considering that human emotion will continue for
a short period of time so the multi-feature emotion detection model is employed into the
real-time system. The total structure as Figure 5.7 shows that the system working between
every two nearly chapter for the film and control whether the story moving to next level
or failed.
5.5.1 System Implementation
All of the implementation work are based on the MATLAB2017b’s GUI. The EEG-based
Emotion Model algorithm is packaged by MATLAB. The following are the specific parts
of the model, the system consists of three parts.
1. Data Collection. The model is based on the Emotiv Development Kit for acquiring
EEG RAW data from the device. The EEG RAW data are collected by using Emotiv
headset at 128Hz.
2. Data Processing. The data stream from the Emotiv device is stored in a buffer. Each
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second the read command triggered and it will clear the buffer and feeding the data into
filtering and ICA. The feature extraction requires data to be fed as 128 samples for each
channel every 3 seconds. Therefore, the loop for all 14 channels is built to run the feature
MI out in the fixed order and output the fixed feature matrix. Then the offline trained
model receive the feature and do the prediction, the new loop is refreshed when all the
previous prediction is done.The prediction result will output immediately.
3. Interactive Film. The prediction result will feed into the buffer for the film. The result
in the buffer will be updated once new prediction feeding. Only if the film goes to the
checkpoint it will judge the current emotion to decide the tendency of the film. Figure 5.7
presents the on-line system’s working mechanism, the detection occur in each level, only
if the participate keep calm then will going to next level as the figure shown.
Figure 5.7: Subject Real-time System Results Plot
5.5.2 Performance Evaluation
In order to test the performance of the real-time application, from many tester’s results,
10 participants results for each level were recorded and selected. Based on their testing
result, the comparison of the self-feeling about each level, the recording of the participant
during the film and testing result to indicate the performance for whole system. Figure
5.8 demonstrates that the testing result relatively anastomosis with the self-feeling of the
participants.
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Figure 5.8: The Performance for Real-time Application (The comparison between system
result and self-feeling for the participant for each level of the film, in the figure only
system results shows means self-feeling is equal to system prediction.)
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5.6 Summary
This chapter presents the development of a real-time brainwave controller system, which
controls the interactive film depending on the emotional state via brainwaves. The data
collection system is built for EEG signal, produced stimuli based on the common proto-
col. In this project, there was a crucial problem about getting the classification model with
high accuracy, which means it should be able to classify three emotion classes correctly.
To achieve the best model before implement with the film, the exploration of the multi-
feature extraction methods, and classification methods on two labels under the subject
independent schemes. Comparing the performance of classification models which were
obtained from the experiments indicates that the size of dataset had great influence on
the accuracy of models. Compare the performance for using different schemes on each
feature MI feature and RF classifier are decided. After all, the majority voting is applied
as the simulation of the real-time system working mechanism, the result justify that pro-
posed scheme reach the highest performance.
Then I build the real time emotion detection system for controlling the interactive film.
The interactive film has three checkpoints which triggering by three emotion anger, fear
and calm. The offline training model is used in the online system and the prediction for
emotions is used as the trigger for the film. The processing part has slightly delay and
feeding the data every 3 seconds.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion and Future Work
6.1 Conclusion
Emotion is a state that comprehensively represents human feeling, thought and behavior,
thus takes an important role in interpersonal human communication. Emotion estimation
aims to automatically discriminate different emotional states by using physiological and
nonphysiological signals acquired from human to achieve effective communication and
interaction between human and machines. Brainwaves-Based Emotion Estimation is one
of the most common used and efficient methods for emotion estimation research area. The
technology reveals great role for human emotional disorder treatment, brain computer in-
terface for disabilities, entertainment and many other research areas. In this thesis, various
methods, schemes and frameworks are presented for Electroencephalogram (EEG) based
human emotion estimation.
6.1.1 Feature Selection and Combination
The key idea of Chapter Emotion Detection from EEG Recordings Based on Hybrid Di-
mension Reduction on Distinct Features is to extract more useful information for the
emotion detection from variety features and fusion them in an efficient way. From this
work, a total of 14 features have been extracted from different domains of EEG record-
ings, these features basically included the most commonly used methods for each domain.
Then, the two step feature reduction method was used for the dimension reduction of the
combine feature vectors. From the experimental results, it can be found that the proposed
method was useful to detect the emotion information from EEG recordings with a good
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accuracy. From the experimental results, it can be seen that combination of supervised
and unsupervised feature dimension reduction method can improve the performance by
removing some irrelevant feature vectors and better than individually use. The final fea-
ture produces the best results within all the existing results in the DEAP dataset. The
proposed work conduct a effectively reasonable solution scheme for the selection of re-
lated information through various features for specific task as research question presented.
The significance of this proposed work achieves that variety features represent multi-view
processing point is meaningful of producing more valuable information for the EEG-
based human emotion estimation, simultaneously, multi-angle information not equivalent
to greater results which the information selection scheme is necessary and effective as the
chapter proposed. Basically, the proposed conduct the highly rare cogitation for the EEG-
based emotion classification research area, it provide a specific view for EEG-processing,
multi-ditinct feature create more valuable information for respectively tasks and supply
the basic pattern of thinking for further research.
The approach framework relatively perform the effective solution for one of the research
questions which is how to selection the effective information through multi-view features
to combine for achieving improvement on classification. Moreover, the multi-features
basically provide the every possible angle of EEG feature extraction. As the approach
is the first research work of my PhD career, this work provides the techniques and ideas
supporting for my future research work.
6.1.2 Deep Neural Networks
The significant achievements verified that the improvement on the deep neural calcula-
tion methods inflict their effective. Obviously, leveraging on deep-learning methods that
the achievements on many research areas exceeded constantly. This chapter proposes
a exploration for multi-view experiment frameworks on EEG-based emotion classifica-
tion leverage on a novel deep neural modules scheme β -VAE LSTM. The work is moti-
vated by finding the relationship between human emotion and EEG-data which conduct
the representation for the inner feelings. The approach explore the different processing
schemes draw back on the experience of EEG-processing research area. Firstly, leverage
on the previous transformation idea the time-series EEG data transferred into EEG im-
ages database, compare to the previous transformation work the improvement is I applied
on multi-view of EEG data and produced the multi-channel EEG images. Specifically,
the duo-channel EEG images potentially contain more valuable information for emotion
classification, which the experiments results proved. For frequency based, 4 bands result
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significantly better than the 3 bands results approved that all EEG bands contribute for
the representation of human emotions. Simultaneously, the time-based results demon-
strates that more information do not mean better performance, time series required the
appropriate processing scheme which double-LSTM’s best classification results prove
that. Moreover, the experiments based on the different β values demonstrates that the
factors is certain number to control the specific task, which not means more factors equal
to better results. At this point, the factors indicates the important element for generating
human emotion. The best classification results demonstrates the approach is effective.
The significance of this proposed work achieves that I build the deep neural network EEG
processing scheme, the approach is general enough to be used in any EEG-based clas-
sification task. Deep learning obtain strongly achievements at images processing area
in recent years, therefore, the approach provides the relatively a platform to process the
time-series EEG signals at images-level. Simultaneously, the approach make the con-
sideration on sequential factors accordingly retain the characteristics of sequence data
in continuous-image (video-like) level. Moreover, leveraging on the VAE to analysis
the relationship between factors and emotion-related information presents opportunity to
identify if the specific emotion corresponding to the specific type of EEG signals.
The approach framework conduct the exploration on EEG-based emotion recognition with
employing the advanced deep learning modules. The experiment scheme is a compre-
hensive expansion from AI to EEG-based research area with considering both feature
extraction and sequential characteristics for EEG signal.
6.1.3 Real-time System
With new development on human-centric-emotion-driven technologies in the affective
computing, high accurate emotion detection systems have been built based on humans’
facial expression, speech, body movements and bio-sensors such as Electroencephalo-
gram (EEG) and Galvanic Skin Response (GSR). This makes it possible to integrate
real-time emotion detection system into potential high level Human Computer Interac-
tion (HCI) applications like interactive films. presents the development of a real-time
brainwave controller system, which controls the interactive film depending on the emo-
tional state via brainwaves. I build the data collection system for EEG signal, produced
stimuli based on the common protocol. In this project, there was a crucial problem about
getting the classification model with high accuracy, which means it should be able to
classify three emotion classes correctly.To achieve the best model before implement with
the film, I explore the multi-feature extraction methods, classification methods and selec-
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tion schemes under the subject independent. Comparing the performance of classification
models which were obtained from the experiments indicates that the size of dataset had
great influence on the accuracy of models. Compare the performance for using different
validation method and classifiers on each feature that I decide to use random forest clas-
sifier. After all, I conduct the MI and applied majority voting for advanced experiments,
the result justify that combined feature reach the highest performance. Then I build the
real time emotion detection system for controlling the interactive film. The interactive
film has three checkpoints which triggering by three emotion anger, fear and calm. The
offline training model is used in the online system and the prediction for emotions is used
as the trigger for the film. After first 15 seconds the processing part has slightly delay and
feeding the data every 3 seconds.
The significance of this proposed work is building the emotion EEG-database and the
real-time application of emotion recognition. The PEED dataset provides the possibilities
to produce more achievements. Although PEED’s size is not that large, but the relatively
great experiment results proves it is reliable and can be commonly used for different re-
search. Moreover, there is quite a few public EEG-based emotion dataset around this
research area so PEED potentially contributes to the further research. The real-time in-
teractive film application is a milestone of my research career, the technologies that I
explored on this research area ultimately embedded into the real product. Meanwhile, the
emotion interactive film through EEG provides a high level platform to be developed and
contain the widely application prospects. In the future, different people may get different
story or different plot trend while watching the same film.
Based on the previous two approaches, the third approach presents the research work
on creating the EEG-based emotion recognition application. Simultaneously, the PEED
dataset provide opportunities for further research work.
6.2 Future Works
For future improvements of feature selection level, specifically, the first proposed pro-
vides the based thinking of processing EEG-based issues on feature level which maintain
the most related and discard the redundancy information. At this stage, further work
should acquire more features can be added into the system and the performance might
be improved further. Especially, various deep learning models can be used for feature
extraction and dynamic modelling, that will improve performance. In addition, based on
different kinds of features, more advanced fusion method might be used in the future.
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Furthermore, the contribution of each channel can be further analyzed and channel selec-
tion might make further improvement.
For future improvements of deep learning level, firstly, the exploration experiments results
demonstrate that the β -VAE with double-LSTM attribute the best performance, how-
ever, this deep neural network module only applied to time series image transfer data.
Therefore, further work should promote the module to frequency image transfer data that
potentially moving forward to improve the modules’ capability at emotion classification.
Secondly, the original DEAP EEG is lasting for 63 seconds each trail and I build the EEG-
image database based on 1 second as per frame, however, the emotion label for DEAP is
every 63 seconds once which hardly to indicate the sequence characteristics analysis of
generating the emotion. Consequently the further work should acquire the experiments on
semi-supervised learning which will take fully consideration on sequence-processing that
potentially improve the performance. Owing to the strongly self-learning particularity for
deep learning neural network modules, this thinking possess highly capacity to achieve
greater results. Finally, the experiments results verify the proposed system is effective
on the EEG-based emotion classification work on DEAP dataset, probably the further I
should apply the integrated scheme on more EEG public dataset to produce the general-
ization on widely dataset.
For future improvements of EEG-based emotion application, firstly, the amount of partic-
ipants and experiments trail of PEED database that I build possibly to increase based on
the relatively simply cognitive experiment setup. More abundant experiment information
potentially produce variety experiments. Secondly, the method that I applied in this ex-
periments is relatively classic methods (feature extraction, classification), as the previous
research approve that deep neural networks achieves significant performance through the
relatively consistent classification task which provide the possibility that embed more ad-
vanced deep learning neural network modules to achieve better performance. However,
the operation speed and machine performance is the hardly challenge for settling this idea.
Finally, the real-time system that I build consist of three level, and the challenging game
is only if the participant keep calm the story line of the interactive film will go through.
In the future, the system should acquire more entertainment elements, consequently, the
story line of the film should contain different tendency rely on the different feelings of
participant based on the main theme of the system represent the human-machine inter-
active. Simultaneously, it provide the possibility to implement on the mobile terminal to
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